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The New Mexican has it from
Grand Junction. Colo., Oct. (',. The
most reliable source in Tucumcari
Western Slope Development Congress
that the stories about the board of edwhich is to meet here November 1"
ucation of that place segregating
and 11, has been enlarged from the
Spanish speaking scholars from Engscope originally intended and will he
lish speaking pupils in the public
one of the most important meetings
schools, in order to place them with
ever called in the in! ermount ain
negro children in separate rooms and
country. Governor Shafroth of Coloschools, is totally unfounded and was
rado, Gcvcrnor Spry of I'tah. Govercirculated, merely to do damage to
nor Brooks of Wyoming. Governor
the Territory and its chances for
of New Mexico, and Governor
Curry
CARRIZOZO-RQSWEL- L
IN
SURVEY statehood. This is what-on- e
LOWELL CnLUSOIN
ILLINOIS Snow of Arizona, will be invited to
of the CONGRATULATES
E
members of the school board writes
be present and make addresses and
Governor Curry: '"A number of nawill be members of the advisory comtives
complained to me, shortly after Predicts for Him Ever Wid- Santa Fe Road Has Fatal mittee. Salt Lake, Price, Provo and Rebel Garcia Shot Down
Holifor
Special Programs
by
tha
I was elected school director,
Green River, in Utah, and all the
EducaCircle
of
Accident
Near
not
made
be
Observed
ening
had
to
children
Men
their
any
After
Temple,
Lieutenant
by
days
cities on the western slope in Coloraprogress in the last year or so on actional Influence.
do, west of Leadville and Gunnison,
Texas.
Schools.
Miss Him.
count of being unable to understand
will be asked to send delegates. Altothe English speaking teachers. They
gether about 300 visitors are expectTracy, Calif., Oct. C President Taft
Springfield. 111., Oct. C As the re- ed.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. rermested me to snirsest. to them that.
Melilla, Oct. C The Spanish camp
on the way to Yosmite sult of a collision between two Trains
Sullivan lias returned from a trip to they get the board to engage a teach-- lrde a stop
The primary object of the congress under General Sotomayer, was the obor four grades valley here today. The President sent on the Illinois Central, south of Farm- is to formulate and crystalize opinion ject of a surprise attack at six this
Lincoln county where he went over er for the first three
.
er City, caused by misunderstanding on the western
who could speak both Spanish and a message of congratulation to
slope in regard to morning by Moors, who were repulsed
the survey of the Carrizozo-RosweI suggested to them that dent Lowell of Harvard, regretting his of orders, one man was killed and :5
rates", reclamation policy, pub- by the artillery after a small Spanish
freight
t
scenic highway. The road will be they sign a petition to that effect and inability to be present at the
injured, four probably fatally. The licity and development.
It is hoped loss.
it to the board. Such a peti- - monies and predicting an
wreck occurred on a curve where the to bring the varying views of the difless than one hundred miles and at
Newspapers Seized for Sedition.
c
was signed by 31 heads of fami- - ing circle of educational influence for trains were hidden from each other. ferent, sections under one head and
Madrid, Oct. C- - Three
its steepest point, Nogal hill, will
at
Lowell.
He
also
me
President
all
The
lies
informed
were
that
and
these
from
the
spoke
service
for
a
injured
of
definite
armed
are
outline
beins
liners
returning
program
policy.
have a grade of nine per cent. The
those who had children in school had Porta Costa,
state fair at Springfield.
At the congress it is planned to on the Moroccan coast. Five republipresent maximum grade is twenty-fiv- e
The!
with but one exception.
have some of the most prominent can newspapers had their entire
Fog Responsible for Collision.
per cent. The board of county com- signed
the editions confiscated for criticizing the
Omaha, Neb., Oct. 0. Dense fogs speakers in the west. Besides
missioners at its meeting this week, beard thereupon engaged a very cap- WILL BE GREAT
MIXTURES OF BREEDS. this morning were responsible for the governors, Congressman Taylor and government.
declared the survey a public high- able teacher, holding a first grade cerrear-entificate. It was not made compulsory
collision between the Rock .Martin of Colorado, Director Newell
Wholesale Arrests of Rebels.
way and donated $2,500 to the Good
to
Los
the
for
children
Crank
Spanish
Island and Lake Shore trains in of the reclamation service, Hon. L. X.
Orphans
Angeles
speaking
Training
to
Cerbere. France, Oct. t. News from
Roads Commission
begin work
of Indians, Japanese, Mexican
McDonald and Barcelona states that 12,m'M prisoners
which a score were injured. Five also Stevens,
with. This prevents a delay in con- attend at this school but. we gave them
rooms
to
other
of
the
the
and American Nationality.
going
option
were injured in a collision between General Bulkley Wells, will be invited are still awaiting trial there on acwhen
struction until after December 1,
of
to be present and speak.
respective grades. We did
a street car and a wagon.
count of the revolution. When Garappropriations by the Territory be- not their
and
in
them
BelievC
way
Oct.
any
segregate
The Western Slope Stockmen's As- cia was executed on Monday, it is
Beach,
Calif.,
Long
Santa Fe Has Wreck.
come available.
any statement to that effect is entire- ing that a perfect race can only be
Houston, Tex., Oct. C Santa Fe sociation will meet on November 12 said that the tiring squad fired twice
Special Programs.
On behalf of the school formed by amalgamating the races,
misleading.
ly
trains No. 12 was wrecked near and it is planned to unite the two without hitting him when the lieuThe office of the territorial super- board I invite the
strictest investiga- - Dr. M. A. Schutz has assembled the Temple this
tenant in command, drew a revolver
is
at
morning by a split frog. celebrations.
intendent of public instruction
tion. I also desire to state that not orphans of various nationalities whom Several
and shot Garcia through the head.
and
work preparing programs for Thankspassengers
Engineer
,
H
.1
i c ntlnTirtlllCT
nrn.l t
..inn
MR. AND MRS. BOND
will
he
idea
with
that
train
the
they
were
BirthLincoln's
seriously injured.
giving, Christmas,
IN AUTOMOBILE CRASH. TOWN OF 3,000 TO GET
public schools."
Train Ran Into Boulder.
intermarry. He already has Indian,
day, Peace Day Memorial Day, Arbor
FIRST RAILROAD.
Japanese, Mexican, American and PorVancouver, Oct. ti. East bound pasand Bird Day and New Mexico Day,
tugese babies.
senger train No. 4, on the Portland-Spokan- e Car Went Over High Embankment on
which has been observed on February OMAHA STREET RAILWAY
Scenic Hinhway Between TriniSTILL HAS TROUBLE
Contracts Signed and Construction
was
and Seattle railroad
2, the anniversary of the signing of
dad and Raton Pass.
Will Commence Soon on FredTHUNDERSTORM
DOES
GREAT
wrecked last night near Fountain. The
the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo but
DAMAGE IN SAN LUIS VALLEY. engineer was killed and the fireman
ericksburg Line in Texas.
for which some other day may be Inexperienced Motormen Cause CollisSan Antonio, Texas, Oct. 6. After
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. C C. J. Dawe,
ion in Which Three Passengers
badly injured. The train ran into a
adopted later. Suggestions will also
citizen of this place, his waiting patiently for many years to
Were Injured.
be included for observing Library
Alamosa, Colo., Oct. C. During the boulder which had rolled on the track. a prominent
Mr.
Mrs. G. W. Bond, had be brought in contact with the world
wife
and
and
Day. The legislature made an approcontinuance of a severe electrical
from death when by means of a railroad, Fredericksa
miraculous
escape
of
these
profor
the
printing
priation
Omaha, Xeb., Oct. 6. Three pass- storm which passed over San Luis
car
the
containing the burg, "the largest town in the United
heavy touring
grams in book form. It is not urged engers were injured in a street car valley, lightning struck and killed two
that every one of these days shall be collision last night due to inexpert-- ! horses attached to a farm wagon, set BIRTH OF BABY
party and driven by Dawe slid off a States without, a railroad." has at last
Contracts
observed each year by the schools but ence in handling the cars by the mo- fire to a stack of hay estimated at
high embankment on the Colorado seen her hopes realized.
state highway near Morley, 15 miles signed in this city between the comthe programs will be made available tormen who are imported strikebreak- about 100 tons, and slightly injured
south of here, turned turtle and rolled mercial organization of Fredericks
and each school may select what days ers. The Omaha city council last three Mexicans
working in the field.
L
to the bottom of the gorge. Dawe at- burg and San Antonio insure the
to celebrate.
night adopted over the mayor's veto The horses and hay belonged to Pat- within a year.
tempted to make room for a team to building of the road
Notaries Public Appointed.
a set of resolutions asking the rail- rick Wilkens, who estimates his Toss
lias promoted the
who
Nelson
P.
J.
the
when
wheels
the
car,
slipped
hits
Governor' Curry
pass
appointed the road commission to make a valuation at 1,500.
in the soft dirt of the embankment and road and contracted for its building
following notaries public: Joseph E. of the street car company's property,
The storm was accompanied by
work within a few days,
will
Smith of Socorro, Socorro county; that the laws be enforced impartially snow and hail in the mountains, and
began sliding into the chasm. The and begin
the
then
quaint, old town in the
Moses B. Stevens, Las Cruces, Dona by the police and providing for a reports received late this evening indi
party jumped and escaped with slight
hills will lose its unique
Guadalupe
bruises.
Ana county.
thorough investigation of the strike cate considerable damage to crops
distinction.
by a committee of the council.
Resigned as Assistant Postmaster.
throughout the valley. The storm
Fredericksburg, one of the oldest
THE
AMERICAN
WINS
Assistant Postmaster Alfredo Hinolasted half an hour, and caused a fall
in Texas, was founded in
settlements
GORDON
BENNETT
CUP.
OATH
TAKES
LOWELL
his
and
has
in temperature of 25 degrees.
resigned
position
jos
1849
German
political refugees
by
AS PRESIDENT OF HARVARD.
Asher W. Miller whom he had sucleave the fatherland
to
Poobliged
W.
Mix
Lands
at
Warsaw,
his
has
in
been
ceeded,
WEALTH UNHINGED MIND
appointed
SOI 10 CROWN PRINCESS Edgar land, in International Balthrough participation in the revoluTribute Paid Him by Scholars, Scientplace.
OF COLORADO MAN
tionary movements of 1S4S. The inloon
Race.
at
ists
and
Theologians
Territorial Finances in Fine Shape.
habitants are mostly descendants of
Cambridge.
Zurich. Oct. 6. The international
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-fcrabout 3,000.
Denver, Colo., Oct. C. The acquisi- Greatest Demonstration Over
those and number
balloon race for the Gordon Bennett The town lies in thetoday
has just completed his monthly
of wealth, after years of,. hardship.
center
tion
of a very
Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 6. Scholars,
cup was won by Edgar W. Mix, an rich territory, but owing to the conreport showing the financial condition
Record in
Infant
on
and the realization of the pleasures
triba
and
scientists
theologians paid
of the offices of the county treasurers
American woh descended on Tuesday servative character of its people no
that money will buy, unbalanced the
America.
at the close of business on the last ute to Abbott Lawrence Lowell this mind of J. P. Smith, and he was ad
at Warsaw, Poland.
booming is looked for as the result
The distance covered is 6S3 miles. of the railroad.
day of August. It shows that the var- - morning when he took his oath as judged insane in the county court.
ious counties had on deposit in the president of Harvard, Americas oldNew York, Oct. G. The greatest Mix reports that he is being detained
Samuel Baxter was appointed consers
$912,919.43; est educational institution. The
designated depositories
demonstration over the birth of a baby by the Russian police and the Ameri- IMPORTANT VICTORY FOR
of the estate.
were held in the open air in vator
that the receipts during the month
made in America occurred when can embassy at St. Petersburg has
ever
The conservator immediately will
TEMPERANCE IN COLORADO.
were $128,757.24 and the expenditures the famous Harvard yard.
been notified.
set about recovering valuable dia the belated but official news of the
The amount on deposit
$119,656.73.
Cemonds from a woman of the under- birth of a son to Crown Princess
ATTEMPT TO BLOW
by each county is as follows:
SANTA FE INCREASES
Supreme Court Holds That There
German
reached
the
cilia
of
Germany
Bernalillo
UP LIGHTING PLANT. world with whom Smith was infatuat$71,490.90
Cannot Be Wet Precinct in a
ITS
DIVIDENDS.
The
river.
Hudson
in
the
ed. Smith is in the insane ward of the warships
Valencia
71, 161.80
Dry Ward.
were signalled to all the other
69,445.32 Engineer, at Chicago Works Overpow- county hospital, where he says he is tidings
Eddy
Oct. 6. The state suBe
of
Will
Colo.,
Instead
Paid
for
Denver,
news
the
known
Quarterly
waiting for the permission of Thomas warships who had
60,602.91
Grant
ered and Engine Destroyed by
y
in
Denver
court
established the
at
the
21
Future
of
preme
salute
and
guns
the
royal
F. Walsh and Simon. Guggenheim to days
44,159.01
Nitro Glycerine.
Quay
A Prosperous Road.
of writing its opinions as
vessel
war
out
was
'
boomed
from
precedent
every
uiswoman
San Miguel
wlu
43,716.66
An attempt marry Lily the
111., Oct. C
New York, Oct. G. The directors of briefly as possible, without reviewing
in the harbor. Dressed in the fullest
Lincoln
... 40,595.63 wasChicago,
made last night to blow up the tracted him and who, he fancies, is
other
and
admirals
Santa Fe todav declared a semi the testimony submitted by the litithe
dress
the
uniforms,
39,520.28 South Chicago
Rio Arriba
the
sister of President Taft.
of the People Gas,
plant
an gants. One of 'the opinions handed
dividend of 3 per cent,
annual
German
flagto
the
officers
swarmed
.'.
39,308.98
Golfax . .
One year ago Smith's wife died of
Light & Coke Company. After over- one-hal- f
down thus week contained only seven
over
increase
cent
of
the
to
extend
per
3S.5S7.27
ship
congratulations.
Torrance
powering the engineer, the outlaws tuberculosis, leaving four children. Six
l
an- lines of typewritten matter, merely
dividend.
is
last
It
38,248.39
Union
destroyed the exhaust engine with months later another relative passed
nounced that dividends hereafter will giving the decision in the case.
38,176.68 nitro
Otero
away, leaving Smith an estate of $22,-00- WINNER OF HANDICAPS
glycerine.
Among the most important opinions
... 35,756.56
Socorro ..
SOLD TO SOUTH AMERICA. be declared quarterly.
It was move money than he had
down were those declaring the
handed
35,189.70
Santa Fe
even seen betore in his life. He had
itinerant vendors' law unconstitution32,923.07
Dona Ana
had a hard struggle during the years Kinly Mack Brings Price of $5,500 and
".
31,367.40 WILBUR
al, as applied to factory agents selling
Luna
Goes to Buenos Ayres for
of his wife's illness and the fact that
OF
26,072.09
.
goods produced in another state, esGuadalupe
he no longer had to worry prompted
Breedinq Purposes.
25,857.72
Taos
tablishing that there cannot be a wet
him to start a merry pace.
25,074.07
Sierra
precinct in a ward that, has voted
6.
New York, Oct.
Kinly Mack,
19,802.75
OPEN
Chaves
"dry," but that there can be a "dry"
NEW YORK MILLIONAIRE
winner of the Brooklyn and Suburban
16,788.22
Mora ....
'.
precinct in a "wet" ward, and knockNAME.
to
FORGETS HIS
handicaps in 190C has been sold
15,406.75
Sandoval
ing out the Sunday closing law as apNew York, Oct. 6. An expensively Buenos Ayres for $5,500 for breeding
14,877.49
Roosevelt
plied to groceries.
dressed man wearing rich jewelry and purposes.
. 13,462.81
San Juan
well educated, mystified
apparently
13,364.43
TRAGIC DEATH OF
McKinley
the doctors at Bellevue hospital when MARK TWAIN'S
r. 11,662.74
OLD TAOS INDIAN.
Curry
he applied for treatment.
He could
DAUGHTER A BRIDE.
Exnot remember his name or anything
RATHER TOUGH ON
Hurled Against Pinon Tree by Runelse about himself. All that he could Clara L. Clemens Marries Ossin Gab-- NATIONAL GUARD MEMBERS.
tell was that while riding in a surface
away Team as It Dashed Over a
rielowitsch, Well Known Rus- car something in his brain snapped
Steep Precipice.
sion Pianist,
War Department Seems to Class Them
and after tliat his memory of the
Estrella, a widely known Taos In6. Clara
Oct.
West
Conn.,
Redding,
With Mollycoddles After MassaBE E
TO
past had been a blank.
L. Clemens, daughter of Mark Twain, WEEPING RELATIVES AT PIT dian is dead. He was a brother of
chusetts Experience,
The doctors declared that he was was married
Standing Deer, the present governor.
today to Ossip Gabriel
Estrella held many important posisuffering from no physical ailment and owitsch, the Russian pianist.
that the loss of memory was his only
Washington, D. C, Oct. G. The nations in the pueblo the past 40 years
Be
Business
to
Nine More in Workings of He knew Kit Carson. On Monday
tional guard no longer will be asked Flying Ship
failure. Papers found
his pockets WOMEN MAKE IT WARM
conditions with the
Made Big Manufacturwhile not revealing his identity into face war-tim- e
morning he went into the mountains
FOR SALOON KEEPER
Wellington Extension
dicated that he was a man of large
for wood. Retiming he was stricken
regulars in the practice manoeuvers.
ing Industry.
business affairs and was prosperous
The militia suffered so severely in the
Colliery.
with heart failure and wrapping his
Winkelman, Ariz., Oct. 6. So much
Boston campaign that the war departfinancially, perhaps a millionaire. All ill feeling has been aroused in Winblanket about him he laid down on his
'
ment is convinced that the knowledge " New York, Oct. 6. Before the de- efforts to revive his memory failed kelman against a saloon keeper, as
British Columbia, Oct. load of wood to die. The horses how
Ladysmith,
gained was too expensive. The mili- parture of Wilbur Wright for Wash- and he was sent to a ward to await the result of his alleged action in C. Twenty-thre- e
bodies have
been ever, ran away and jumped over a
tia returned from the Boston manoeuv- ington, it was announced that he would identification.
permitting women to frequent his taken from4ne Extension mine of the deep declivity. One horse was killed,
ers, discouraged and disheartened and not
resort, that a complaint has been Wellington colliery here where an the wagon smashed and Estrella'S
only extend the manufacture of PEARY, WILL SUBMIT
the manoeuvers did not tend to
made against him to the local officers, explosion took place yesterday and body was hurled against a pinon tree,
HIS PROOFS. by the women of this place. The com- nine are still in the pit. A crowd where it was found by a searching
strengthen the numerical force, so it aeroplanes but would open a school
has been determined that company for aviators. He does not believe that
plaint has been lodged at the sheriff's of women and children assembled party. In his youth Estrella fought the
Washington, D. C, Oct. 6. Peary office. It is signed by practically all here today to await the arrival of the Cheyennes and Comanches and was a
regimental and battalion drill together any one should be permitted to own or
with a little judicious cross country operate an airship unless thoroughly has accepted the invitation of the Na- - the. women of Winkelman.
The local bodies of the dead miners. Amid life long friend of the pale faces. He
marching will be good enough for the trained and has refused many orders , tional Geographical Society to submit officers and district attorney Walter wails of women sixteen were unload- was buried in the old Pueblo church,
his proofs to them for verification.
for aeroplanes for this reason.
Shute at Globe, will investigate.
national guard,
ed and carried to their homes.
at Taos on Tuesday.
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TheSig Store

IHE

DAILY

ROUND

HANDS CRACKED

UP.

Supreme,

and just,

longer on our coins of gold
Dare we inscribe, "In Thee

Established 1856.

Ri ID SCW

AN AMERICAN RECESSIONAL.
Cod of the Nation, knows of old,

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

1509.

6,

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMAN BROS. GOIiPlNY.

No

We

Arms
Itched and Burned Terribly
Move
Not
Could
Too
Affected,
Flesh
Thumbs Without
Cracking
Sleep and Work Often ImposWas Fairly Worn Out.
sible

trust,''

Lord God of Hosts, forsake us not;
We have forgot, we have forgot!
Our fathers did not ask in vain
When, unashamed,
they sought
Thine aid;
Now, in our day of stress and stain,
We falter in our faith afraid,
(iod of our country, long forgot,
Forsake us not, forsake us not!
We bowed before the shrine of wealth
And, drunk with riches, went astray,
Restore, O, God, the Nation's health,
And lead it in the old, true way
In sorrow, shame and vain regret
We plead that Thou wilt spare us
yet.

I

interested

in

Sold His Bean Crop F. B. Howes
a farmer near Las Vegas, sold his
bean crop of 8,000 pounds from 10
acres at four cents a pound yesterday.
Sneak Thieves Make Haul Sneak
thieves broke into the barn of George
H. Kinkel at Las Vegas and rifled' a
trunk and household effects stored

can do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, ?22.50, $2:.. 0u, $27.50, $30.00 and $:15.0U.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

therein.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

Murder Trial at Raton The case of
the Territory vs. Elbert J. Harmon for
the killing of Tomas Salazar at Springer in January 190S, is on trial in the
district court at Raton.
to
Sentenced
Penitentiary Roy
Adams was sentenced at Albuquerque
yesterday by Judge Ira A. Abbott to
an indeterminate sentence of one to
two years in the territorial reformatory at Springer.
Hubbell Wins the Case In district
court at Albuquerque Monday evening, the case of E. H. Salazar vs.

and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.

On notes, diamonds

Win. FARAfl

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone
store In Santa Fe.

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

10

EBSSEHSKi

100 lbs Pansy Flour
50

u

$3.20

:

(I

100"

1.60

Bobolink

$3.10

50 "

1.55
1

-

W emUlVC
-

(M
wvtv

rfifiistftr
vv.
vy.iu

tirMs

with all cashpurchases.

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

,

From "Life."

sports you're sure to be interested in stylish clothes; you'll meet men who dress well, and want the best.
We can't do better for you, nor for ourselves, than to get you into
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
If you're

Telephone

No. 40

1

'

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Ap

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

"About a year ago an itching humor
began to appear around the back of my
hand. It started in to spread, and
pretty soon it covered both my hands
and got up over my wrists and even
up to the elbows. The itching and
burning were terrible. My hands got
all scaly and when I scratched, as I
was doing a good part of the time, the
surface would be covered with blisters
and then get raw. The eczema got so
bad in around the pit of my thumbs
that I could not move the thumbs
without deep cracks appearing. I went
to mv doctor, but his medicine could
only "stop the itching and did not seem
to hpal mv hands up at all. At night
I suffered so fearfully that I could not
6leep, often lying awake until well toward
morning, then waking up still tired.
I am a chef and steward by trade and
I had to give up my place, as my hands
were so terrible to look at that they
did not like to have me around about
the food. I could not bear to touch
them with water, but when I positively
had to get my hands clean I would rub
them with oil.
"This sort of business went on for
three months and I kept trying zinc
and tar ointments and such remedies
with no particular benefit. ...I did not
know what to do, for I was fairly worn
out. For a long time several friends
kept asking me whyI I didn't use Cuti-cuand at last
thought I would.
First I got the Cuticura Soap, then
Cuticura Ointment and at last Cuticura
I put the Cuticura OintResolvent.
ment on at night, ccvering my hands
with light cotton gloves. In the morning the inside of the gloves would be
lined with scales, sometimes half as
long as your finger, leaving nice healed
places where the scales had been. In
a month I was cured and have kept so
now for nine months.
My hands and
arms are perfectly clear of all traces of
eczema and I think I am well rid of it.
Waller H. Cox. 16 Somerset St., Boston, Mass. Sept. 25, 1908."
ra

CMInira Rcmrdlps nn sold thrnuelinnt the world.
Patter Itruy A-- chem. Corp.. Sole Props., Boston.
Uaas. Mailed Free. Cuticura book on bkiu Disease

Thomas Hubbell was decided in favor
of Hubbell after the jury was out only
on
Salazar claimed al experimental work this week out
twenty minutes.
the Capulin creek section. This work
$1,406.
con- - j
Johnson Will Filed The will of was in the silvic culture line, and
the
of
in
seed
Douglas
sowing
William P. Johnson, disposing oT an sisted
estate estimated to be worth $750,000 Fir and Westrn Yellow Pine, to test,
was filed at Albuquerque yesterday. the possibilities of reforestation. The j
The will divides the bulk of the estate government is making very extensive
into equal thirds, one to go to the experiments in this particular line and
widow and the other two to each of hopes for favorable results. Just prior
to the work here Mr. Starr did some'
two sons.
similar experimenting just above Red
Desperate Attempt to Break Jail
A desperate attempt to break jail at river. The ground sown with the forLas Vegas was frustrated yesterday est seed will be posted with red signs
by Jailer Enrique Sena and Guards as a prevention against grazing on this
experiPedro Ortiz and Felix Garcia. Marcial particular land. Extensive
Vigil and Frank A. Ross were the ments of this same character have
ringleaders while seven other prison- been conducted in Arizona, Oklahoma,
Taos Valers assisted in breaking a hole Kansas and Arkansas."
through the wall with the prong of ley News.
a pitchfork, at which work they were
interrupted before they had proceed- IRRIGATION WORKS STATISTICS
ed far.
FOR NEXT CENSUS.
Arrests by Mounted Police "Lieutenant Collier, of the mounted police,
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 6. Arthur
came in Saturday evening bringing
with him the two McHan boys and Hooker, secretary of the 18th National
"one arm" Johnson, who are wanted Irrigation Congress, which will meet
for breaking open houses and taking at Pueblo, Colo., late in September,
whatever they cared to carry away. 1910, has directed a communication to
of the United
They were safely lodged in the county E. Dana Durand, director
a special
States
that
census,
urging
boarding house and now have time to
information
the
all
containing
report,
over
what
have
done.
The
they
ponder
man Johnson is old enough to know available regarding private projects,
better and ought to be punished se- be included in the census of f910.
verely for leading those boys astray as This would show the total acreage and
one of them is only 15 and the other crops and values for 1908 and 1909,
17 years old; but they are learning also the number of persons depending
young that the way of the transgressor upon irrigated lands for their livelihood, the amount of capital invested
is hard." Estancia Daily Herald.
and the companies engaged in irrigaPlanting Trees on Taos Reserve
"F. R. Starr, of the forest service, tion in each state and territory. Mr.
ofheadquarters at Tntonito, accom- Hooker has also sent letters to
of
the
ficers
organization,"
requesting
forest
panied by Ellery Lawrence,
them to vake up the matter with their
ranger, carried out some government-StatRepresentative in Congress. He shows
that information is no wavailable reof Ohio, City of Toledo,
garding national projects, but as many
Lucas County ss.
are concerned in private
interests
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
more complete reports are desirwork,
''
he is senior partner of the firm of F. able.
'
jJ. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the'eity of Toledo, County and State
'
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Ca- arrh that cannot be cured by the use
&
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Telephone No Ho" Red
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of DeMRS. OTTO RLTSCH.'
cember, A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
&
Hall's Catarrh. Cure i3 taken intern- D. M.
on
acts
blood
the
and
ally,
directly
and mucuous surfaces of the system.
Builders and Contractors
Send for testimonials free.
T. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
oa short notice
Furnished
Take Hall's Family Pills for

PRICES
i'

nuiii

$4.00

Spitz

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PIIONEEO 21tf

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

If you want a good pair of Shies
for the boy try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
PO

FOR

Box 219.

A

CENTURY

HALF

Phone

36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

TRY OU

1

IN THE

CITY.

Alfa leal

Ground

Also Good fof Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Gran, Potatoes,

Salt anfl Seefls
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HODSE IN SANTA FE.

St, Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
?LRfJID CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

fiffllTM

COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departmtnts

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President
1BHWMH

OUR GUARANTEE

11

rat

FRESH EGGS

MILK

CREAM

d
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2.
We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard 'coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3.
We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold Are with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
without attention.

1.

SON

5.

one-thir-

We guarantee a uniform heat

day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understandfhg that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

Wood

-No

CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
'SB

$6.00

T

--

HOOVER

Goods.

tesiUltaite

WE HAVE THEM

e

CALL

I

51

fgsJ

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

CUTiCURA SOON CURED
HIS FEARFUL ECZEMA

j

Forgive our willful waste, our pride,
Our foolish pomp and wicked lust;
Once more be Thou the Nation's guide,
That we may say, "In God we trust,"
For thoughtless act and idle word,
Thy mercy on Thy people, Lord!

MEN OF FASHION WANT HART
SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES

8

'

"

-

V V

HARDWARE CO.

Phone

J:

3232

can't know curative certainty, unless you know your druggist.
When your Doctor orders medicine of a coml 'X or simple
nature, BRING ALL PRESCRIPriONS HERE. They will
be fillad accurately, quickly and safely
'.;

'
;

A

.

I he results will be all your d tor and yourself expect

ZOOK'S
PHARMAC
PHONE NO. 213

,

No 14

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

MUST BELIEVE IT.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Serial 03904.
Not Coal Iand.
Department of the Interior.
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, October 4. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Bernardo Martinez, of Pecos. New Mexico,
who, on October 5, 1904, made Homestead Entry (Serial 03904), No. 8103,
NVV
for W
NB
and E
Section 21, Township IT N. Range
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the V. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
the 18th day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Apol-oniMartinez, Simon YiveVash, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R.

New Mexico Military Institute

When Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell It So Plainly.

f.

When public endorsement Is made
representative citizen of Santa
Ycu must
Fe the proof is positive.
believe It. Read this testimony. Every backache sufferer, every wan, woman or child with any kidney trouble
will find profit in the reading.
, Hilario Baca, Delgado Street, Santa Fe, X. L, says: "About two anu
a half years ago I gave a public
statement telling of my experience
with and opinion of Doan's Kidney
Pills. They completely rid me of
pains in my back which had troubled
uie off and on for months. When I
stooped or brought any strain on my
loins, 1 suffered severely and there
were various other symptoms which
convinced me that my trouble came
from disordered kidneys. I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling Burrows & Co's. drug store and they
brought prompt relief. I continued
taking Doan's Kidney Pills and it
wa snot long before every symptom
of my trouble had disappeared. The
fact that I have had no return attack
warrants me in again expressing my
high opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price oO
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and

Cre-senci- o
o

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, 17. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Sep-temp-

21, 1909.

Notice is hereby given that Albina
Lucero. of Jemez Swings. N. M., who
on July 3, 1908, made Homestead Entry (Serial 052), Xo. 052, for Lot 7.
of Lot 1, Section
Section C, and N.
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Township IS N., Range 4 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-
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Mexican.
Why Colds Are Dangerous.
Because vou have contracted ordi-- ;
MOODY'S HACK LINE nary colds and recovered from them
without treatment of any kind, do not
for a nioment imagine that colds are
From
not dangerous. Everyone knows that
pneumonia and chronic catarrh have
their
origin in a common cold. ConLeaves BARRANCA at 2 85 p m sumption
is not caused by a cold but
i p. m the cold prepares the system for the
Arrives at TAOS at
reception and development of the
germs that would not otherwise have
Xl0Ta.M.eL
found lodgment. It is the same with
Trip
all infectious diseases. Diphtheria,
measles and whooping
Ten miles aeaiet Good teams scarlet fever,
;liaji any otlier sray
cough are much more likely to be contracted when the child has a cold.
You will see from this that more real
'BACK TO THE WOODS' danger lurks in a cold than in any
other of the common ailments. The
easiest and quickest way to cure a
cold is to take Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy. The many remarkable cures
effected by this preparation -- have
made it a staple article of trade over
a large part of the world. For sale by
all druggists.

Barranca to Taos

$5.00

FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made witn Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
manager, Automobile Line.
TO

the inferior woods that you used to

AND

During the past year while Santa
Fe has been busy enjoying a period
of remarkable and unusually progressive growth, the Santa Fe Railroad
Company has been none the less wideawake, but has aided the growth of
the Ancient City to the extent .of erecting two modern and decidedly attractive passenger stations, one in this city
and the other at Lamy. The latter
may well be included as an improvement belonging to this city, owing to
its proximity to Santa Fe. The new
depots were commenced in March, the
one at Lamybeing completed on August the 1st and the one in this city
on September the 1st. Each cost
$10,000 and belong in the
ch:ss of improvements that may well
be taken as standards. Of mission
style, with red tile roofing, the buildings are constructed of brick, plastered over and pebble dashed. Both depots have spacious waiting rooms for
jadies and gentlemen and have large,
commodious lobbies and good sized
ticket offices. The walls of the insi lfe
are tattetuiiy paintea ana me woou
work stained dark in a manner that
Each depot
completely harmonizes.
is provided with a large basement iu
which is an
heating plant.
are
conveniences
All other modern
c
al ;o f vjdent.
At Lamy the depot is surrounded
by an acre of ground which is already
parked, an abundance of green, healthy
looking grass delighting the eye of the
traveler. Here at Santa Fe there will
be half an acre of ground which will
be carefully parked and fenced. Flower beds will later be one of the

if this new line of Lumber of
ours is not the best you ever put a
saw or nail in! We are striving to
supply only the best seasoned and
least flawed Lumber that can be
and we
found in this neighborhood,
iielieve we are succeeding in pleasing
The New Mexican Printing Com
all our numerous customers. Let us
hear your complaints either as to pany has on hand a large supply of
The Busy Santa Fe Agent.
quality or price. We'll cheerfully pads an tablets suitable for school
S. Lutz, the gtnial and popular
H.
for
and
also
lawyers
work, the desk,
remedy anything that's wrong.
and merchants; good everywhere. We agent In charge of the local station
is
will sell them at 5 cents in book form. and office of the Santa Fe railroad,
known to almost every individual in
tise

e

OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

San Antonio, Texas, Oct.

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
in Mechanical
JL MA College courses are offered in Agriculture,
C'vil and Electrical
Engineering and it Household Eco
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and 'Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory

A

Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

course.

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.
DIAMONDS

right

goods8

'RIGHT SERVICE

ft;

r, YQMT'fr
FILIGREE
EWER ELY

MEXICAN

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND 8ILVERWARE.
Francisco
Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
446 San

WATCHES
Eye Tested and
Fitted By
Method

C.

'

town. Apparently there is scarcely a
nioment that, he is not bustling around
doing something and the harder he
works the more enthused he becomes.
Between attending to his regular duties and answering telephone calls
many of the latter being of a sense
less and annoying, not to say unnoces-;iary variety, he has his hands
as
full
as
man
any
might
:?sire. Lutz was born at. Steins- viile,
Lehigh
county,
Pennsylvania, in 18(15. on the 20th day of Feb- j
ruary. His education was received in
the country schools near his home
town. His first job was that of opera-- 1
tor on the Philadelphia and Reading!
railroad and from 188-- to 1SSS he was'
moved about to various places on that
road. In 18S9 he secured the position
as night operator at Los Cerrillos,
working for the Santa Fe. He later
held other 'lositiohs with the same
road at different points in New Mexico. With the exception of two years
spent in California for his health, he
has always lived in the territory since
coming here from Pennsylvania. Since
being in New Mexico he has spent
most of his time in Santa Fe, of which
city he is exceptionally fond. With
twenty-fiv- e
years of active railroad ex
perience to his credit Lutz is highly!
regarded in railroad circles and he is
looked upon as a man of great ef-- i
ficiency and sylendid ability.
In August, 1892, Lutz decided to get!
married and now lives happily in his
own home surrounded by his wife, a
girl and two boys. When not looking
after the four daily round trips and
frequently extra triiis of the branch'
train connecting Santa Fe with Lamy,!
and attending to the wants and welfare of the daily average of one hundred persons coming in and out of
Santa Fe, he delights in spending his
time with his family.
-

and

Mercurial

Scrofula,
Affections,
all Female Com
plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $30
Stage meets Denver
per month.
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
This resort is attracupon request.
tive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 6 p. m., the
'''hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particular
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:

Catarrh, La Grippe,

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorietot.

Ojj Clisnte, Tais. f omty

N

M

ells Fargo
Compan
xpress

General Express Forwarders

j

-

TO

All

Parts of the World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Througaoat the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. 0. BARNES. Aoent.

LIVERY STABLE

j

j

I

There

ha'-in-

is

property at anything near its present
price. Although the price of real es- - '
tate ha
increased tremendously
within the last two years there is
little that would justify the consideration demanded by the owners in ques- -

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES, HACKS.

j

that for this reason very little

GOOD

CALL UP 'PHONE

HAS.

tion.
General Bell gave it as his opinion
If you want anything on earth
that no special appropriations for the
army could be expected next year and a New. Mexican want "ad."

try

CLOSSO.
.a

1

HUNTING IN
STATE OF WASHINGTON.

Every Wild Animal Native to That
Part of the Northwest Captured
By Two Nimrods of Dayton.
Spokane, AVash., Oct. 6 C. C. Miller
and W. W. Herndon of Dayton, Wash.,
who have just returned from a hunting and trapping trip of three months
in the Blue mountains, south of Spokane, succeeded in bagging specimens
of every wild animal native to that
part of the northwest. They also had
numerous adventures, but none was
Injured in the encounters with predaThey captured five
tory animals.
bears, including two of the- largest
even seen in the mountains; two foxes,
two lynx, a pine marten, four mountain lions, several raccoons and other
smaller animals. The marten is the
first ever seen iu the Blue mountains.
The collection is valued at several
thousand dollars, but is not for sale.
M"- - Miller says he has not heard what
luck Colonel Roosevelt had in Atrlca,
"but," he added, "'if the former presi- dent wants some exciting sport in a
district .probably more isolated than
where he is now. I would urge him to
pay us a visit."

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

build-

ing would be done. "The administration must first ascertain the amount
of of revenue there is going to be forth- I
coming as a result of the new tariff
measure," he said.

were
most, desirable,
therefore asked sometime ago what
they wanted for their holdings.
Though the war department at the
time thought the price somewhat fancy the possibility of a sale wa? still
very good. General Bell, however, has
knocked the possibility sky high. He
gave the property owners to understand that the price asked was prohibitive and the army could get along
without it. What is more he refused
to recommend the purchase of th'6

o

Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feeL Climate
very dry and delightful the entire
HUSTLER year round. There Is now a
iouc hotel for the convenience of
valids and tourists. People suffeing
i from
consumption, cancer, and other
Passenger
contagious diseases, are not accepted.

j

are several San Antonians who are doing considerable gnashing of teeth
as the result of General Franklin
Bell's visit to Fort Sam Houston. The
garrison at that post
recently
been increased to a Lrigade, and,
with other organizations coming in
the near future, more real estate Is
greatly needed for barrack sites and
drill ground. Enterprising real estate owners whose property adjoins
the post in the direction where expansion

Bar-anc-

j

GENERAL BELL KNOCKS
REAL ESTATE SPECULATORS.
Refuses to Recommend Purchase
Needed Ground at Fort Sam
Houston.

.'JOT SPRINGS.

These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
waters
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these
has been thoroughly tested by the
west
miles
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiraculous cures attested to In the
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases:
Paralysis, RheuFe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'e
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic

1

Charles W. Dudrow

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

1000

CALIEfiTE

OJQ

6RI

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healtblets location
of any Ml lltary School In the Cnloo. Located
n the beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
West
of
at an e'evatlon of 3.700
the
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all gradueastern colleges. Ten
ates from stardard
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamllloa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkin.-o- u Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. lAi. W. WILLOK,

f

.
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HELPS

RAILROAD

"A."

Superintendent

I

Two Fine Modern Depots Have Been
Completed One on Lamy and
Another Here

...

'

-

'
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tion to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above deSEALED PROPOSALS.
scribed, before the Register and ReSealed proposals will be received by
ceiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, the Board of County Commissioners of
New Mexico, on the 4th day of NovemSanta Fe County, at the office of the
ber. 1909.
Probate Clerk up to noon the ninth day
ReClaimant names as witnesses:
of
October, 1909, for the heating, plumfugio Arineiita, of Jemez Springs, N. bing and electric wiring of the court
M. ; Lino Armenta, of Jemez Springs.
house now under construction. Plans
N. M.; Jose Mestas y Ruiz,' of Jemez
and specifications can be seen at the
Springs, N. M.; Jose Armenta, of Jem-- office of the probate clerk, or I. H. &
A
H.
AGENT
IS
S. LUTZ
BORN
LOCAL
Springs, N. M.
W. M. Rapp & Co., architects, also
MANUEL R. OTERO,
at the building. Seperate proposals
Register.
Address all
will be received on each.
bids to George V. Armijo, probate Preparations Are Being Made to Surround the
It is an admitted fact that real es- clerk.
Station With a Beautiful
I. SPARKS,
tate, financial men and merchants all
best
results
aie
and
that
quickest
Park;
say
Chairman Board County
obtained by advertising in the New

FARE

PUl.

8

n

1-- 2

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Point of the 8outhwrt."
Army Officer Detailed by War Department.
Arrav Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th Wet

by a

2

2
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Hares
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Carlos

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Lnen Drawn Work, Opals.
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gem.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

I

AT P
ONLY TWO WEEKS JJ0iiAji
SPECIAL
of the" finest

Embroideries

i White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OF THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

ADOLF SELI6MAN DRY GOODS CO.

page four.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGESEditor and President
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

-

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
.$3.75
.
.
.

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

iaii,

Professional
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6,
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Cards

The First National Bank

-

Vice-Preside-

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

.

CI
y
on oun-dain addressing the children of the
Catholic parochial schools said that
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- loyalty to church meant fidelity to TTMt'TTt 9 w m www wmwwwPAUL A. F. WALTER,
country." The President is going it
Attorney-at-Law- .
even stronger in that direction than
Fe
New Mexico
Santa
did President Roosevelt and Emperor
W illiam, for he said in his address on
EDWARD C. WADE,

ri

r.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

as preacher.
.1
J

ps.dent taftai

'

WEDNESDAY,

2.00 Sunday:
1.00
"Net long ago I officiated at the corner.75 -stone
laying of an orthodox Congregational church in Washington.

OP SANTA FE.
The oldest batikirg institution in New Mexico. Establu bed
in 1870.
K. J. PALEN, President. .
J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier,
I. A. HUGHES,
J, B. READ,

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U." S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

Vice

President.

Assistant Cashier.

the pulpit of a Offices.
CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
New Mexico
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to Jewish tabernacle at Pittsburg. But Las Cruces
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- $75. COO
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation a few days ago I helped to lay the corE. C. ABEOTT,
ner stone of a Catholic institution at
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
Attorney-at-Law- .
Transacts a general bankirg business in all its branclies.
Mont.
in the District and SuHelena,
Practice
Loans
.
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
(tjMiCNf-"And now it is my great pleasure preme Courts. Prompt and careful
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
to assist here today in laying the attention given to all business.
.
Fe
New Mexico
Santa
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys a' d sells
corner stone of this Universalis!;
ANNUAL
bYtslfclVlfc
A I r.DHOL
FROM SAINIA r E.
HPNATIIRFn
and foreign exchange and makes
domestic
church, which, like my own church,
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THERE'S SOME CLASS TO THIS
A RSAL AIR HIP ONE THAT PLIES
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HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
THE N A.T REISS CARNIVAL COMPANY
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MARATHON RACE
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
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BALL
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TWENTY CONVENTIONS
THE 212 PACE "BULL DURHAM" STAKE 11000 GIVEN
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dwellings, is home in Santa Fe again
for the winter.
"Invitations have been issued by
Mrs. W. J. Mills for a bridge party
to be given at her home on Seventh
street Thursday afternoon, and a
euchre party, Saturday afternoon,
will
both of which entertainments
be complimentary to her sister Miss
VVddingham, of Xew York, who has
U.t r her guest for a number of
v
Las Vegas Optic.

Spooner-Walloc-

Co. is Real

B. McMaKUS,

Secretary.

The Valley Danish

,
Have you visited the VALLEY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
board?
great expense and offer the best of home comfortsonwith solenoid
the Pecos this j ear was
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season closs
October 15th.
Aie you aware that the grouse' and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
,
dancing floor In the territory.
-

IllBtraLted.-'aiil- et:

J. F. MILLER, Mgr.

Xorro.&tlo..
VALLEY RANCH, N. M
& a.11

THE HOME BAKERY
EAST SIDE 0

PLAZA.

NOW RSADY FOR BUSINESS
Order from Us direct, or fhone to the Wiater
Grocary or H S Kaune and Co, uatil our
phone is i i place, Lh us have your irder for
reguUi goods or special order,
-

St.- -

Bftfc&Heiww-- a

the Octoroon, a play in five acts and
one of exceptional strength. Every
moment of the performance will be
a live one and
theatergoers can look
for something new and interesting.
Between the acts various specialties
will be introduced which will more
than please. The prices of admission
remain the same, twenty-five- ,
thirty-fiv- e
Palace.
and fifty cents. Tickets can lie
A. B. Reckna-elassistant chief of had at Fischer's drug store or at the
cilviculture, has returned to Albuquer- box office of the Elks theater. Tonight
que forestry headquarters from Flag- everyone will have an
opportunity
staff, Ariz.
to enjoy several hours of real, genFrederick O'Brien of Manila, who uine amusement and also have a
was a guest of Governor Curry, left chance to win the ten dollar
gold
Albuquerque yesterday for Los An piece.
Get your tickets early and
geles, Calif.
join the crowd.
A. R. McCoy and wife of Washington Court House, Ohio, are in the city
It is an admitted fact that reai estaking in the sights. They are quartertate, financial men and merchants al!
ed at the Claire.
IT. S. Attorney David .1. Leahy and say that quickest and best results aie
assistant, Herbert TV. Clark of Las obtained by advertising in the Xew
Vegas, are in attendance at federal Mexican.
court at Las Cruces.
Dr. John P. Wagner will leave toCLA
morrow evening for Kansas City and
LAUNDRY
Chicago on business appertaining to
the Hotel de Vargas.
I WORK
A. R. Manby of Taos, who intended
to leave yesterday for Ojo Caliente,
Send Your laund y to the
has been detained in Santa Fe for a
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
few days on business.
at Albuquerque.
man
A. E. Beyth, a railroad
from
arrived yesterday Basket leaves
Topeka, Kansas,
Tuesday,
and left again this morning. He Returns
Friday.
was quartered at the Palace.
AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr
Judge J. M. Freeman of Greeley,
Colorado, arrived on yesterday after Barber Shop;
noon's train coming on matters per- F. O. BROWN,
Phone No 122
taining to the La Joya grant. He is
,
Rfd
a guest at the Palace.
Agent.
Miss. A. Chavannes, who spent) the
summer with Mrs. A. J. Abbott in the
Canon of the Rito de los Frijoles at
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Gome in and let us show

you the Ostermoor
and explain why it is proof against dust, moisture, and vermin
and never needs any renovation but a sun bath.
Our stock
will enable you to examine and test before you buy.

S. KAUNE

SS

a GO.
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Comgood. The Spooner-Walloc- k
pany is comprised of talent that equals
any ever brought to Santa Fe. The
play- - itself was not only entertaining but was well handled and there
were no waits of anykind. Between
the acts, members of the 'company appeared in various specialties, this
in
novelty appealing to those present
a very satisfactory manner. '
Miss Dorothy Hall astonished those
present with her splendid singing
which she introduced as a specialty.
Her acting in the play was also of
a high standard. Mike Spooner as the
"sticky faced" boy played the part
splendidly and came in for a good
round of applause. His specialty between the acts was a great fun proE.
ducer and was well received..
Spooner together with his wife, Mrs.
F. E. Spooner succeeded in keeping
the audience in 'an uproar. As fun
makers they are there with the goods.
Miss Ruby Dolores Rumley showed
herself to be a splendid actress,
while C. P. Manicn is easily a replica
I of the matinee
girl's idol.
Tonight the company will produce
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Hunting Gloves, tine horsehide, laiibswool
co verting, worth $3.00 Our price
Two grades
Our price

all-wo-

gloves,

ol

$2.25

40 & 60c

Ladies soft tar. goatskin driv100 special at
ing glove wo-tLadies all wool, close flitting gloves

For tie Ladies

h

worth 50c at

ittlA

Misses Crown Brand atl wool

MiCQOQ

LI I llC

lulouCb mittens worth anywhere

50c

at

75;
30c
35c

Misse? all wcol close fitting gloves
Our price.

Infants

30c

close

all-wo-

fitting gloves)

20 to 30c
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THE RACKET STORE,

Best Flour

Santa Fe,
Vq

DOSS PATENT FLOUR
IS BEST beduse it
gives the besv result in
bread and pastry of any

-
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than two years

Abstracts

NEW ABSTRACT DEPARTMEN In connection
with REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE business;
experienced man in charge.

flour you cm buy.

contains more Gluten
which is the very life of
tin wheao, and which
make the bread nutritious
and WHOLESOME '

It

IF

WANT

YOU

A

CLEAR

TITLE TO YOUR PROPERTY,

CO

C- -

WATSON & COMPANY
SANTA FE'

Another

SEE

Every Stove Guaranteed.

sanitary; plumbing our speciality

T

SANTA PE
THE

Raues

Let us figure your heating and plumbing

Infants

k

'

FIRST

for Monarch Malleable Iron

Agents

THE LEADING

Thin.

"Better than the night before," was
the comment of the theatergoers last
night after attending the performance
Stock Com
of the
And at
pany at the Elks theater.
that, the night before happened to be
unusually good and a well filled house
went home feeling well satisfied and
entertaining the intention of going
again. Yes, last night, the show was
Spooner-Walloc-

W.

m

KX PLAIN
OCR
OU CHKAP MO-

San Francisco

nr

hi

Ostermoor Mattress you
have heard of and seen advertised
so many years.
The one that's built of
eight interlacing Ostermoor sheets, which after
and sewed within the tick is
being hand-lai-d
ready for you to sleep on for the rest of your life
and then bequeath to your heirs. There is one
record of three generations sleeping on the
same Ostermoor.
It has been in satisfactory
use for fifty-tw- o
years and that is a pretty good
record for durability isn't it?

GEO. M. KIN SELL
294

.

A

if

p

Do

We will "ell yon a very desirable hon. e on re.vnenls wliW-rent money will n like
jour
I'on't wait. Betriii now payinff
for your home.

The Whole Town Has Awakened to
the Fact That the
1

.1

Will

and

0 ;T0BSR 1M6

fl

Every

He is

SEEM TO POSSESS
A CORNER ON TALENT.

Resources Exposition

mus- Wtf
huc

Yn-

Absut a hjatflj

01

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
A M BER6ERE. Manaflcr for New Mexicc.
Cron Block
tanta Fe, N. M.

Sell

.

j

3S2K
The Calorada

Solhitc,

We

i

Woman llvtiin in ivn
tul pi ore: ty t i or to
Wit lino a houe of her own
There nrp hundred? of thines
she would like to do to nmke her
( wn
home more confortalilo.
aHiHctive and plesnnt Nearly
every hot an Is a money saver
and she will help jou wonderfully
to pay for a home.

visiting

FREDERICK MULLER

FURNITURE

Rrtr
nn

,

Miss Ada Holiday, who has been
in Santa Fe has gone to Las
Vegas to accept a position as nurse,
D. E. Housten, a commercial man
from St. Joseph, Mo., representing a
shoe firm, is stopping- at the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. Luis Ortiz y Baca and
son A. Ortiz of Santa Fe are visiting
Jacobo Brito and family at Las Vegas.
Charles Wright, a traveling man
from Albuquerque, was among yesterday's arrivals, stopping at the Palace.
Superintendent of the Territorial
Penitentiary J. W. Raynolds was a
business visitor in Las Vegas yesterday.
A. S. Hughes, a commercial man
from Trinidad, Colorado, representing a drug house, is stopping at the

R. H. HANNA

Mail Order

j

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

registered at the Claire.
V. S. Hamilton 'of 'Huntingdon. Pa.,
is in town seeing the sights. He is
quartered' at the Claire.
F. Fenry, a commercial man from
Xew York, selling a line of clothing,
is a guest at the Palace.
S. H. Kanmitz, a traveling man from
Chicago, arrived on last night's train.
He is stopping at the Claire.

FRANKLIN FLICK

W. S. DAVIS. Cashier.

MISS A. MUGLER.
THE MILLINERY STORE

Sweetwater, Tenn.,

is in town enjoying the sights.

DIRECTORS
OFFICERS

T. Webster of

: r

;

-

-

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000

T

IN HARDWARE

Phone No. S3

JUST RECEIVED ATj

j

y

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY
EVERYTHING

j

Every youDg man will find chances to
miko money bv having money ti invest above his
actual necessities
GROW.
IT
WATCH
AND
US
WITH
ACCOUNT
OPEN AN

PAGE riVE

kill--

j

tograpit.

bank

TAILORED

HITS

i

through the fact that when a business opportunity
conies' along he will hve some money and credit

Hied states

SI

J. D. Diehl. a Denver traveling man
is registered at tlie Palace.
Richard Warren, a railroad man
j
from El Paso, is at the Claire.
X. J. P.einsdorf, a Chicago traveling
man, is registered at the Claire.
L. C. Leonard, a shoe salesman from
Chicago, is registered at the Claire,
D. Moriarty, a St. Louis traveling
man, selling harware, is stopping at
i
the Palace.
1. S. Marshal C. M, Foraker of Albuquerque, is in attendance at court
at Las Cruces.
RPErvien
Land Commissioner
has gone on an official trip to Clayton,
Union county.
E. X. Canter, a Chicago traveling!
man, was among yesterday's arrivals

on
A young man who gets a bank pass bock as sf
as he begins to earn money will some day sooDer
well fixed if not rich,
or later

9

MENTIONft

CI

IT.

NEW MEXICO

CATRON BLOCK

vitally

BOSS
PATENT FLOUR is enti-ryf ree from CELLULOSE

feature

PHONE

RED

189-

-

'

e

the indigestible element
of the wheat.

H.

S. KMIHE 5 CO.
'PHDSE 2?.

Drink
Pabst
DIGNBO & NAPOLEON Agts.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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KVAD
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STATIONS

l. m.
-

;o
22
41

2.4U

"
"
"

61
K"

Ml

"

1(15

"

11(J

Moriarty

w"

S.UO

a.

a- -

319

p.
P.
a,

1130
1543

220

;.Mi'.icoC'ity
I

B.0O8

.

rnnok-A-

6.317
6.204
6,136
6.093

780
6O0

602
3,700
i363

'(,349

6"00a. in.

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship
lines. Information gladly furnisheu.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent
Laughlin Bldg.

St, Louis Rocky ML &

Pacific

Ratay

Comoanj.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No

1.

00

a,
a,
a,
a.
a
a.
a.
p.

DAILY
E

1

Miles From
Des Molus

m.
in.
m.
m.
m
ra'
m.
m.
p. m.
P. m.

10 12

10 55
D 50

a

11

ie
20
25
81

20
45
20
45
30
a 50 p. m.
54 15 p. m,

11
12
12

t

4 45
4 55

p
p.
p.
p,
p.
P.
p.
p.
p.

15 50
6 15
6 36
7 08
,. 10
7. 23
7. 45

U

ti
i

431

Preston
Koehler

49
58
G3

ru
in.

m,
m.

M

m.
m.
m.
in.

83

rn.

M.
'

S3

."
'

"

Arr
"
"

94

Connects with

Lv,
Lv.

"

Lv.
Arr.
Lv

with

Connect

24
18

3 56
3 30

,7

2 55
2 30
12 25
12 05

811 40
11 06
11 15
15
9 43

E. P. & 8. W. Ry.

train

No. 123 leaving

p.
p.
p,
p.
p.
p.
p
p. in.
p. m.
a. ra.

a' m

a. m,
a. m,
a. m.
9 25 a. in,
7 60 a. in,
7 40 a. m.
7 25 a. ni,
7 00 a. m

50
58
59

arriving

m,
ra.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
in,
ni.

U0

47

"'

M., 6:15 p. m.
.

4 66
4 86
4 25

88
41

No. 124

.

29

7
18

train

P.

6 80 p,
5 15 p.

28
20

ii. W. Ry.

,

daily:

49
46
88
82

"

Harlan
Ute Park

69

Arr,
Lv.

"

Koehler Jaet.
Uolfax
Oerrosoao
Arr
CIMARRON N. M.
Lv.
N. M.
Nash

77

No 2'

Raton

I.v. Des Moines.:
jN:
Ruraaldo,
Dedmau
Oapulln
Vigil
Thompson
Cunningham
Clifton House Junction
Arr.
RATON N M
Lv.
Ollfton House Junction

0

In Dawion, N

Dawion, N.

M.,

:E5 a. m.

Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M,
follows:
trains arriva and depart from Des Moines
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A S. at Des Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot frr the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ut Park, N. M is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
6eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

i

C. & S. Pabsengsr
NORTH DOUND
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.

e. J.

W. A. GORMAN.
J. van HOUTEN;
V Ores, and Gen Mgr
Gen Pass Agent

DEDMAN,

Superintendent
RATON,

N

RATON. N.

M.

RATON.

iW

N, At.

VISIT

EI

Paso's

i

&

'tV

Something more than an ordinary tonic is required to restore health to
n
a weakenedsystem; the medicine must possess
ProPerties as well, because the weakness and impurity of the circulation ia
responsible for the poor physical condition. The blood does not contain
the necessary quantity of rich, red corpuscles, and is therefore a weak,
watery stream which cannot afford sufficient nourishment to sustain the
system in ordinary health. A poorly nourished body cannot resist disease.
and this explains why so many persons are attacked by a spell of
sickness when the use of a good tonic would have prevented the trouble.
g
In S. S. S. will be found both
and tonic qualities combined.
It builds up weak constitutions by removing all impurities and germs from
the blood, thus supplying a certain means for restoring strength, and
The healthful, vegetable ingredients of which
Invigorating the system.
S. S. S. is composed make it splendidly fitted to the needs of those systems
which are delicate from any cause. It is Nature's Perfect Tonic, free from
all harmful minerals, a safe and pleasant acting medicine for persons of
every age. S. S. S. rids the body of that tired, worn-ou- t
feeling so common
at this season, improves the appetite and digestion, tones up the stomach,
acts with pleasing effects on the nervous system, and reinvigorates every
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
portion of the body.
- run-dow-

t'

lnniaaa, J.(

Diehl, Denver,
Claire.
j
I,. C. Leonard, Chicago; R. R. Ar-C.
cher, Albuquerque;
Philip, El
Paso; V. S. Hamilton,
Huntingdon,
Pa.; D. K. Houston, St. Joseph; J. T.
RichWebster, Sweetwater, Tenn.;
ard Warren, El Paso; A. R. McCoy
and wife, Washington Court House,
Ohio; N. J. Beinsdorf, Chicago; Chas.
Voss, Alamosa; G. M. Waters, Denver;
S. H. Kamnitz, Chicago; H. H. Bat-toSt. Louis; Suzanna Martin, Kansas City.
Normandie.
Cruz Martinez, Dulce; Eulogio Mon-toyTaos; M. M. Milligan, Venus; H.
A. Lathrope, Albuquerque;
W. E.
Hastings, M. D., Ironton, Ohio; W. D.
Dames, Stanley; J. Y. Van Antwerp,
Las Vegas.
Coronado.
Mrs. C. M. Johnson, Alamosa, Colo.:
Mrs. J. C. Thompson, Stanley; Carpio
Archuleta, Truehas; J. C. Sweet, Cer-- l
illos.

students.

blood-purifyi- cj

blood-cleansin-

PANAMA

CANAL IS
MILITARY NECESSITY.

'GOD BLESS YOU
AND

KEEP YOU."

FRATEfiiUL SQCIEII--

S

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
ular communication
first Monday of eacfc
at
Masonu
ng' month
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASS1E.
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter
R.

A.

No.

NORTH

Now in effect Via

Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masnl
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. C RANDALL, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Spokane, Wash., Oct. 6. When the
Its Construction Saves Uncle Sam the
kindly greetings of state and civic ofCost and Trouble to Duplicate
His Navy.
ficials, the elaborate street decoraSanta Fe Commandery No.
tions, the parade of military and fra1. K. T. Regular conclav
6.
To
Oct.
the
San Antonio, Texas,
fourth Monday In each
representative of a local daily Colonel ternal organizations, the formal
month at Masonic Hall at
George W. Goethals made the follow- speeches, the famous apple luncheon
in the Hall of the Doges and the game 7:30 p. m
ing statement, a few days ago, while
in the north Idaho forest redinner
on
his
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
this
way
city
passing through
WAVE OF SUICIDE AND
in Mexico wnere serve are forgotten, there will linger
dam
PERCY
Necaxa
F.
to
the
KNIGHT, Recorder.
CRIME AT DENVER.
he will overlook a break in the lock, m the memory of President 1 att, who
The first thing the American people was the guest of the people of Spokane
It Seems Unabated
and Each Day should
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
thoroughly comprehend," he and the Inland Empire on September 14th
Brings on Fresh Budget of
degree, Ancient and Accepted
said, "is that the Panama canal is 28, an incident of his first official visit
Scottish
Rite of Free Masonry meets
Bloody Incidents.
to
Pacific
the
Its
northwest,
a
military necessity.
primarily
on the third Monday of each month
Fourteen hundred students,
Denver, Colo., Oct. G. Arising and construction will save to the national:
the cost of maintaining senting in their nativity every state at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
dressing at 3:30 o'clock in the morn
ing at her home, 231 Detroit street, two fleets The money saved that it and territory in the union, all the Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Mrs. Theresa .Miller, 46 years old. would cost to construct another fleet provinces in the Dominion of Canada Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corr
kissed her husband and placing a like the Atlantic fleet is building the and 10 foreign countries, gathered dially invited to attend.
W.
JOHN
the
32,
on
MAYES,
on
of
cost
of
The
of
South
Central
canal.
the
of
maintaining
the
spoonful
campus
cyanide
potassium
Venerable Master.'
her tongue fell dead on the bed before canal after completion will be no high school in the morning and united
he could make a move to save her life. more than it now costs to maintain . in giving their yell at the close of HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
Secretary.
Her act was the third attempt she the Atlantic fleet. Now, the people President Tal't's brief address to the
hud made to end her life by various must frankly be willing to admit that war veterans. There was a sprinkling
means. She had contemplated and the Panama canal is a military neces- - of the men who wore the gray, nearly
6. P. O. E.
talked of
many times sity, first of all. Vv hen they have ad- a half century ago, and they stood
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. H.,
during the past three years because mitted this, then it behooves them shoulder to shoulder with 300 old holds its regular session on the secthe
can
canal
make
bow
t0
ask
of her failing health.
they
soldiers in blue and joined in the
and fourth Wednesdays of each
a great commercial canal that will heartv cheers and "God bless von and ond
OuarrpieH With nPr HushanrT
month. Visiting brothers are invite
tenfold
south
to
the
"Please let Mrs. Bell Nordeen have bring prosperity
keep y0U; our president."
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
The veterans' fife and drum corps,
my baby. She is a good woman, and and be the means of floating again
Exalted Ruler.
vessels.
on
trade
our
flag
say, don't cause her any trouble."
composed of Sanford C. West, l?.th Il- J. D. SENA. Secretary.
''There are two things that must, be linois infantry;. L. G. Skinner, "1st
Leaving the above note, Mrs. Elizabeth Swifzer of 2110 Arapahoe street, done if the Panama canal is to be Ohio; C. F. Wightman, 2(ith Illinois,
Knghts of Pythias.
attempted to end her life by cutting made a great commercial highway and arid A. P. Fassett, Fist Maine heavy
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
her throat with a razor. Her act, of profit to the people in tolls or in artillery, first played "Marching Thro'
which resulted from a quarrel with increased trade. The first thing is to Georgia" and sw'ung easily into a med- Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
her husband, proved unsuccessful, the fix the tolls as low as possible. Japan ley of old southern airs, reaching the Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
razor slipping down over her chest, in- is slightly nearer to London by way climax with "The Star Spangled Ban- O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitof the Panama canal than it is by ner," in which the students and sev- ing Knights invited to attend.
flicting only a deep flesh wound.
AUGUST REINGARDT. C. C.
When Mrs. Bell Xordeen, who oc- way of the Suez canal. Make the tolls eral thousand men and women joined
on the with
less
the
on
JOHN
than
canal
Panama
K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
in
Twenty-fthe
same
house,
cupies apartments
song and waving of flags.
arrived in the room she found Mrs. Suez canal and trade will be drawn our
states were represented by the
Hong Kong veterans.
Switzer lying on the bed with her through this
CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO
nine months old baby, Esther, clasp- is slightly farther away from London
President Taft was deeply moved
of the Panama canal than by
ed in her arms. The woman still held by way
way of the Suez canal, but make the
the razor in her hand with which she tolls
less and if the cost of coal conthe
lives of her baby and
threatened
for the few additional miles
sumption
herself when an attempt was made to does not eat
via
up the difference, trade
disarm her.
from this city also will be sent by
Battle to Death.
New Mexico Central Rallroafl
of the Panama canal instead of
One man is dead, another is in jail way
by the Suez canal.
charged with murder, and a third is a
"What the effect of the canal will
October 15th and 16th
fugitive as the result of a battle to the
on the commercial prosperity of
death between three negroes in an be
I cannot predict.
Texas is
street, between But. if thissomething
alley on Twenty-thirMeeting of Presidents
PITTSBURG, PA
canal is made a commerLawrence
and
streets.
Arapahoe
cial canal by adopting the methods I
Taft and Diaz $13.40
While calling upon a friend near
then it will be imposhave
Twenty-fourtand Larimer streets, sible suggested,
into prodict how great an
Good returnirjg Oct. I8th
Henry" Williams, a negro laborer, liv- crease in the wealth of the state will
2S14
Blake street, was called result from its
of
Christ
ing at
Disciples
construction. Galvesto the street by Harry Steele and an- ton is full
of foreign vessels carrying
Oct 1 f th to 19th
November 1st. to 7th.
other negro named Sutton. The three our grain. The Panama canal will
men became engaged in an argument hel))
foreign commerce more than our
El
Paso Fair and
which lasted until the alley was reach- own unless we establish on the
high
ed. There the fight occurred. It was seas a fleet of ships
carrying the
Exposition $13.40
after Williams had been attacked by American flag, and to do this we Tickets oa sale Ocr. 6, 7 14 and
two men aimed with bottles that he should pass a ship subsidy law at 15th Go)d
Good returrjirjg Nov. 8th
for return passage
drew a knife, inflicting wounds on once. Then you will see that Texas
Oc . 28th
until
Steele which caused his death a few will receive great benefit from the
Train arrives in El Paso
minutes later. Stratton escaped when canal we are dig; ;ing. The ship sub- Via SANTA FE
8 a. m. In time for good
day
his companion had been worsted, and sidy is but a part of the general plan
Sig
H. S. LUTZ, Agent
has not been captured.
to develop the commerce of the counFinancial Failure Drives to Suicide. try and of the south."
P. I YIMG,
Santa Fe, N. M.
&
I
6
(My
C.
Oct.
Freight
Dan
Passenger dgent
of
deciKan.,
the
Topeka,
Roy
Speaking
government's
iels,
president of the Arkansas sion to build a lock canal instead of
Amusement Company, of Hot Springs, adhering to the sea-levditch, Col.
Ark., committed suicide by shooting. Goethals said:
at the National hotel here last night.
"When I first took charge of the
He left a letter giving the financial i canal it was with my mind in favor
failure of several of his houses as the of a
canal, but we have all
reason for his act.
j our,
plans laid now for the construc- School Teacher Attempts Suicide.
tion pf a lock type, and it is too late
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 0. Oespond- - to change.
Investigation has con-ent because she believed she could vinced me that this is the better tvne.
not recover from tuberculosis, pretty If the American people would stand
Miss Jeanette Wildes, took a large for the constructing of a canal 700
dose of
of mercury and is feet wide across the Isthmus of PanaU-16Treported to be dying. She is a high- ma and then for two smaller canals
ly cultured girl who came here five to parellel it, I would say "construct
years ago from Minnesota to regain a sea-levcanal." The cost of this,
her shattered health. To the officer though would be almost inestimable.
who took her in charge, she said: "I It would be necessary to construct
PRESIDENT TAFT WILL BE THERE OCT. 15th
have the consumption and want to such a type to provide for the care
if
die;
you have one spark of man- of the flood waters of the Chagres
Tickets will be .on sale Oct 9bh to 16th.
about you, you will put me out er. This spring, when we opened a
Return climit, Oct. 18th
of my misery." She had taught school section of the canal, the flood waters
at Tucson and Howie, Arizona, before of the Chagres poured in and deposit-cominto El Paso. She is a gradu- - ed about two feet of sand and
gravel
ate of the University of Minnesota on the bottom o? the canal. It will
TAFT DIAZ MEETING
and had prepared to become a profes- - have to be dredged out What would
sor of literature in that institution, j this amount to if the canal had been
El Paso October 15th.
a
waterway, far below the
"While in the army in 180:1 I was level of the
present one, which is but
taken with chronic diarrhoea," says two feet lower than the bed of the
George M. Felton of South Gibson, Chagres river?
Pa. "I have since tried many reme- Round Trip from Santa'Fe, Dates of sale. Oct. 1 15 16
"No," continued Col. Goethals, "I
dies but without any permanent re- - must construct a lock type canal or
Return Limit, Oet. 18th '
lief until Mr. A. W. Miles of this pl.aee allow onr
organization to go to pieces,
persuaded me to try Chamberlain's We are ready now to begin work on
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy laying concrete for the flight of locks
MASONIC MEETING
one bottle of which stonned it at at r.at
once." For sale by all druggists.
Albuquerque N M Oct. 18-2- 3
mean to lay off all these men. We
have 34,000 men on our pay rolls and
The New Mexican can do printing must keep them employed."
equal to that done in any of the large
Colonel Goethals made the state- cities. Our solicitor, every piece of, ment that he would return after his
Round Trip from Santa Fe, On sale Oct 15th to 23rd.
work we turn out. Try our stock duties on the Isthmus had come to
Return limit Oct. 25th 1909.
once and you will certainly come an end. "If I
get through with this
again. We have all the facilities for' task I'll retire for my life's work will
Go
turning out every class of work, In- - be ended. I shall have accomplished
eluding one of the best binderies in all that can be expected of any man
the west.
and I know no more could."
repre-governme-

sea-goin- g

El Paso, Teias

h

at-seei- ng.

NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

E. P. & S. W.

J.

and Rock Island

For fuli particuUrs,
Address

A. N. BROWN
G, P.

A.--

K,

V. A S. W.
Kl Paso Texas.

sea-lev-

1

BB
12

Alb
OCT

rnr

Fait

H.,

1909

$3.45

$3.45

$3.45

$13.40

$13.40

$13.40

$4.15

$4.15

$4.15

riv-hoo- d

Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Montana,

Nevada,

Oreg m, and Washington.

g

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL
Via

9
i

Summer Tourist Rates

Still in effect to all
points.

For farther Information make inquiry
F. H. McBRIDE, A?ent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F.
of

SANTA FE. N. M.

&

P. A.

1,

M.

$68.30

1L0W SUMMER RATES
THE EAST

Hm!.1iU

-

-

by the demonstration and when his
voice could be heard he felicitated the
defenders, also showing his appreciation by smiling and bowing to the

NATURE'S
PERFECT T0NIG
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parents consent, wives who haven't
their husbands permission and any
who could not identify themselves under the names to which letters were
addressed continues to cause consternation to thousands of people principally women who call and are con
fronted with the new rule. Futile resentnient has run high, and there has
been much declamation about 'infringement of rights." Over three

WORST CITY
IN UNITED STATES.

But on the Right Road Now Toward
Overcoming Its Evil of White
Slave Traffic.
'

Chicago, Oct. 0. An unkind sta
tistician has almost eclipsed Chicago
by comparing its 2,250,000 population
with the total population of the world.
1.452,000.000. In this comparison even
the 1910 census population of the
T'nited. States, 90,ooo,0o0 or more, becomes almost insignificant, although
its population increase during the second half of the last century was 22S
per cent, a more marvelous record
than any other country can show from
The items of the world
immigration.
population, which diminished Chicago
to a mere fly speck on a battered tin
globe included the following:
Chinese Empire
4:13,000,000

Porto Rico)

i

95,000,000
90,000,000
72,000,000
49.000,000
45,000,000
43,000,000
35,000,000
33,000,000

German Empire

Japan
Austria-Hungar-

y

Netherlands
Ottoman Empire

Italy

The curious fact about these figures
is that the population of western
e
Europe has not diminished,
enormous immigration to
North and South America, Australia
and South Africa from European coun- tries. Never since historians began to
keep tab on population has there been
such an increase as during the last
half of the nineteenth century and the
beginning of this one.
Fighting Red Light.
"I believe now that Chicago is on
the riht road toward overcoming its
vice district," was the comment of
Charles N. Crittenton of New York,
founder of the Crittenton Mission with
branches in 78 cities, regarding the
vigorous fi?ht taken nn hv Chicago
business men against the white slave
traffic as the most flagrant of evils
of the red light district. "Conditions
in Chicago are the worst in the Vnited
States," he added, "and I have seen
the Frisco wharves, the Pensacola
dives and the festering vice of every
large city, but Chicago I find the most
depraved of all." The enforcement of
the new Illinois statutes aimed specifically at the bartering of girls for
vice, now is assured by active interest
taken by commercial bodies and powerful organizations of many nationalities and creeds, as the result of efforts made by the committee chosen
by the Woman's World magazine
which took practical steps toward the
suppression of recruiting for vice disnotwith-standingth-

tricts and cities throughout the United
States. The Illinois statutes, taken as
a model by the Minnesota legislature
last spring and by legislatures of other
states, promises to be brought into
beneficial use in Massachusetts, Tennessee, Alabama and several other
states when their legislatures convene.
It has been found that, the existing
statutes of most states are but flimsy
protection to the operation of procurers, for the traffic goes on at an astounding rate with the result of ruin
to not less than 05,000 girls each year,
of parand the consequent
ents whose daughters' innocence, vanity or heedlessness have made them,
under present conditions, easy prey.
Future of the Drama
The day of the great American
drama and dramatist lies just beyond
the present day infatuation of the publie here and in Ensland for sparkling
theatrical froth, according to the Eng- heart-brea-

k

-

actorJohn

E. Dodson, now star- in
Chicago. His study of the
ring
trend of things theatrical in England
inspired the prediction that, when the
business pace begins to slacken in the
United States, true drama will again
have consideration and development,
"From the time of. Babylon down it
has been the history of every nation
that art. including dramatic art, has
not reached its zenith until decadence
of commercial supremacy and absorp- tion in business had begun. People in
the United States live so fast that.
mere entertainment wins the public,
but certain it is that this country will
great drama and great dra- matists. She is so young, so full of
tremendous vigor, so commanding in
field of invention and industry that
attention has not yet turned to the
drama as it has been known to other
nations when they had reached that
point of opulence and ease when art
gained ascendency in the public mind.
In England the present fad for the
light and sparkling entertainment be- five years before it did in the
United States, and probably its end is
that much nearer at hand." Mr. Dod- son talks of the future of the drama
his
histrionic earnestness,
with
features, his hands and his attitude
reminding one of the character roles
he has played for sensational runs in
New York of "The House Next Door."
No Mail at General Delivery.
The experimental ban on mail at
Chicago's postoffice general delivery
windows against girls who havn't their
lish

Heart Strength
H-

x

or

Jrv

ItiV' jy. not oi;c weak

HEAVIEST CATTLE
RECEIPTS OF YEAR.

thousand women a day have been receiving mail at the general delivery
section. Postoffice Inspector Stuart
now is convinced that his experiment
was needed, for he says that evil has
come to thousands of cirls under age
who have received mail surreptitiously, and that the safety of thousands of
homes has been imperiled by mail
which husbands and wives have received in general delivery boxes. Now
every person is compelled to sign a
card before mail is delivered and investigation is made of the signer. Parents of girls are notified, and some
radical changes in the domestic arrangements of love affairs have been
caused by the abrupt order from Inspector Stuart. As usual thousands of
innocent persons are suffering needlessly from the attempt to discipline
guilty folk. Thousands of girls and
women, whom circumstances compel
to live in cheap boarding houses, and
hundreds of foreigners whose livings
are precariously got and who have
trusted to the protection of Uncle Sam
as a surety for honest delivery of mail
untampered with, find themselves
in red tape.
The Romance of Walsh.
The fortune at stake in the fate of
John R. Walsh will remain one of the
most dramatic evidences of the poor
boy's chance in the United States, for
while not of the Hawley or Harriman
rank, it runs into many millions. The
statement of securities takeu by the
banks of Chieagc when
they liquidated to depositors of the
Chicago National and other Walsh
banks proved to include $3,900,000 of
bonds of Illinois Southern railway,
nearly $1,000,000 of bonds of the Chi- CS Southern railway, ovei $2,000,000
of those of the Southern Indiana rail- way, $4,400,000 of Illinois Southern
other items which brin the total to
stock, the Bedford stone quarries and
Walsh began life as a
$14,000,036.00.
Chicago newsboy, and at the zenith of
his bank career had such political influence, through the backing of Sullivan, Hopkins, Jamieson and Smyth,
that his bank held funds of the state,
county, city and West. South and Lin- coin park boards, and finally the funds
of the drainage district. The Chicago
National had $16,000,000 in deposits
and the Home Savings bank $4,000,- 000, the total liabilities of those banks
and the Equitable .Trust Company
reaching, a total of $26,000,000. Dur-ing his trial in the federal court for
fraudulent banking Mr. Walsh practically ignored his defense, leaving it
t0 his attorneys and his friends, while
he devoted his tremendous energy to
efforts to conserve his assets and again
become the figure of commanding importance in financial circles of the
west.
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Thi.-- clearly explains why as a medicine. Pr.
Snoop s Restorative has in the past done so much
lor v., ak and ailing Hearts. Dr. Shoop tirst sought
tu- - ruu.--o of all this
painful, palpitating, suffocat-lu- g
t
distress. It. Hump's Restorative
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British Empire
410,000,000
Russian Empire
152,000,000
Vnited
States (including
Philippine Islands and
France

side organization of which even Chicago people are largely ignorant, for
the delivery of books from ir.r delivery
stations: Thirteen on the north side,
on the south side
twenty-siand
on the west side, with scatthirty-si;
tering branch reading rooms.
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in? the boundary to be the watershed
of the two streams already men' i"in-iIf the government is sustained the
company will have ro relinquish its
.

claim.
APPLE ORCHARD YIELDS
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FOR RENT,

What One Fruit Rai?er Has Done
Washington, Others Should Be
Able to Do in New Mexico.

typewriter,

OR SALE
J. B. Sloan.
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FOR RF.XT -- Km
Sheep and Lamb Supply at Kansas
)om. bath,
elect ric ligh'. r;:i;
City Has Been Heavy Market
Is
Imrroved Steadily.
Spokane. Wash., (let. ',. T
FOR RKNT--ilre- ?
heuse. Ad-d- .
Kansas City Stock Yards, Oct. C
something about a hi.; ield i a;. ;.!.'"'
in the Wenaichee valley, in central
Mrs. S.
rial
2"7 Chap- Cattle receipts h re last week were
I..
W.
where
( lie si reel.
has
Smhli
6f
Washington,
the y.ar, at. 91.0O0 head,
heaviest
an acre of orchard which will ni-including 13,5ou calves. The market
Poo this .season.
The trees, nine years
WANTF.O r
for its feed.
was very satisfactory, considering the
Mis Inquire R. II.
old. are of the Winesan vaiieiy.
271
I'ahice
big run. and everything
averaged
holding is confined to fi'ur acres of a venue.
steady for the week, except medium to
low grades in some instances, ami
bearing trees, which yielded $:!.:',;"
ntid $'!."mi worth ihe hist half century is an evidence
worth of fruit in
these show only a moderate decline.
STRIPLING-BURORW& CO.
the previous season. He lias li'u trees t lie progress of the world, and when
Demand was l'ooi! from all sources,
which will yield (hey have been giv.-- a hand in really
bearing Wim-saps- ,
shipments to country points during
from 12 to 15 boxes of fo pounds each: settling the important questions the
the week 1020 oars, containing nearly
44 trees of Arkansas Blacks, averag30,000 cattle, heaviest movement this
country will see a marvelous awaken-ing- .
GLEANINGS BY A
Men are wont to doubt women's
ing 12 boxes each; 40 Mammoth Black
season, feeder buyers from Illinois
PERIPATETIC PEN
Twigs, each cropping from lo to 12 ability to handle national affairs, men
took out 1051 cars loads of cattle dur- - R
boxes and 40 trees bearing Ben Davis doubt women for political purposes,
ing September, while during sa me
apples, which will yield nut less than but if you can't trust your mothers,
month last vear their purchases were
Advertising a Town.
five boxes each. There arc numerous wives and sweethearts, whom can you
4.S0 cars.
Country feeders are becom- n our modern pride of advertis
small orchards in the same valley trust?
ing more active every week, as they
we may delude ourselves into be- which made
ing
now know the amount of corn availrelatively good showings,
"Tariff, finance and immigration
hoving that we are pioneers in adver- but none so high as the Smith tract. are the three
which the
questions
able, and about what it will cost, and
a town.
Several orchard isls in the Yakima valnation has battled with
the general sentiment over the feed-- tising
We are wrong. About soventy-fivley also report exceptionally
large without result. In fact these matters
ing section is more favorable to feedyears
ago Cincinnati was boomed to yields, but on the whole the crop in are in worse condition
than ever.
ing the coming season than it has an
outshining Washington, and in fact, the north- Wipe out the liquor traffic and you
advertising campaign
been any time before this fall. Resome of our present efforts in clean west, is short
though the apples are of will be able to consider the problems
ceipts last week from the range coun- cut business methods.
,
Nicholas
excellent
color
and size, tnus making of the country with sober brains. The
try have been heavy, although only
of Congressman up the losses
progenitor
market fashionable cafes trace thHr origin
by increased
moderate proportion of the run of
Nicholas l.ongwortli
of Cincinnati, values.
directly to the liquor traffic, and that,
head here today are from far was at
that time in possession of a
is one reason why I am fighting the
away territory. Top beef steers from group of seemingly
hills
traffic."
hopeless
More
liquor
is
Much.
Than
Too
Enough
Colorado last week brought $5.50, and
along the Ohio. He couldn't sell them
To
a
man
maintain
mature
health,
top cows ?!.50. Dealers look for a he couldn't lease them, and he couldn't
or woman needs just enough food to
THE FIRST NIGHTER
steady market, with possibly some work them,
repair the waste and supply energy
(A column set aside for the Elks'
strength showing itslef in the next
For a long time he studied the situ- and body heat. The habitual consumpTheater and criticism of performances
few weeks, account of the strong
ation and his mind traveled the same tion of more food than is necessary
maud from the country. Receipts of
thereat.)
a
is
travsolution that
for these purposes is the prime cause
groove toward
rangers in Chicago last month were eled in so many present day commer- of stomach troubles, rheumatism
and
120,000 head, eo.ua to the record for cial difficulties toward
John Philip Sousa and his band of
advertising disorders of the kidneys. If troubled
individual artists will head the long
September, and this has been the Longworth recalled the vine clad ter- with indigestion, revise
let
your diet,
list of music engagements at the Elks'
prime preventive of any rise in the races of the German Rhine, and he reason and not
appetite control and
market in the last several weeks.
proceeded to use the only advertising take a few doses of Chamberlain's theatre for the current season when
Sheep and lamb supply has been medium which was worth much in Stomach Tablets and you will soon the distinguished conductor visits this
heavy, but the market has improved those days the postoffice to bring be all right again. For sale by all city in the near future. Idealities are
fond of the "March King," and the
steadily since the first of last week, viniculturists to Cincinnati.
druggists.
and is 10 to 25 cents higher again
arousing numbers always found in his
He printed circulars and wrote lettoday; run today 3 0,000 head. Some ters to the full productive capacity of FASHIONABLE CAFES RUIN
programs, may well appreciate Sousa's
desire
to include this city in the few
good to choice Utah lambs sold today the little town of Cincinnati and floodGIRLS AND BOYS.
at $7.00, highest in two weeks, and ed the fatherland with them. He told
that, are to be visited. Resides a prodealers figure that the low point of them exactly what he would want to
gram replete with many surprises and
the fall season has been passed. Medi- - know if he were in their place describ Crusty Old Bachelor Uncle Sam Gets new numbers Sousa will have three
it in the Neck From Speaker
lira class Utahs sold at $0.40 today,
distinguished soloists for the first time
ing sou. climate, living conditions
at Spokane.
and feeder buyers are paying $0.10 to etc., and he offered them profitable
here with his organization
in the
$0.50 for lambs to go on feed. Utah employment and protection.
Misses Fiances and Grace Hoyt, vocalSpokane, Wash., Oct. fi. "Uncle ists and Miss Florence Hardeman,
yearlings brought $5.50 today, wethers
As a copy writer he must have been
Sam,
crusty old bachelor that he is,
worth up to $5.00, ewes $4.50. Practi- a winner and the
original reason whv will never be able to settle any of the violinist.
from
Arizona
been
"The Fairest
has
of the Fair," Mr.
cally nothing
man, for how numerously the
important questions until he has a Sousa's latest
here in the last week, but some Wyo- and which
now
of
composition
matter
a
responded is
in
other
until
the
words,
helpmate: or,
ho will feature on his coming tour is
ming wethers, pastured at Tennessee history.
Hundreds of thousands of
has its women marching to said to have won for
this popular comPass, sold at $4.40 lately. Light Germans live in and about. Cincinnati country
the ballot, box to help govern
the
Weight yearlings $4.50 to $5.00, weth- today.
poser much complimentary praise to
country."
world-widers $4.40, breeding ewes around $5.00.
winnings. That.
If more towns with
This was one of the sizzlers handed his already
advantages
A.
J.
not yet found
"The
March
has
RICKART,
: would wake
King"
exam-follow
j
the
out by J. M. Class of Pasadena, Cal.,
up and
L. S. Correspondent.
pie of Longworth there would be a who opened the fall and winter course the depths of his apparent limitless
(better adjustment of population and at the Young Men's Christian Associa- fount of spirited strains, is further
ARMY OFFICERS MUST
industry to the profit of all concerned. tion of Spokane, with an address on claimed to be aptly shown in this
march. Many surprises are
There has been too much unpre- "The World Growing Better." Here
MAKE LONG HIKE.
San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 6. So far pared and haruni scarum advertising is another gem that met a kindly re- promised, and Sousa's clever and inone of the hopes centered on Presi- done by towns, which has resulted in ception at the hands of a large audi- imitable arrangement of popular selections are sure to meet with ever
dent Taft by United States army off- no good. An effective campaign must ence:
be
well
followed
A Trained Librarian.
up.
"With
Montgomery,
and pleasing favor when heard at. the Elks'
icers has not come to realization.
politicians
The requirements of today for li- Though it was predicted at the time Ala., several years ago spent $10,000 mutton-headethe United theatre on October 19th.
lawyers
brarians of great public libraries like of his election that he would elimin- in advertising, and when results came States has failed to settle a single
Fifty Years a Blacksmith.
Chicago's, wdience 2,500,000 people an- ate, or at least modify, the annual rid- - in it was not ready to take care of important question during the last
Samuel
a
R. Worley of Hixburg, Ya.,
them.
is
Such
40
il- mistake
The
always
American
were
years.
constituency
ing test instituted by Mr. Roosevelt
nually get reading matter,
has been half drunk, and net until we has been shoeing horses for mort
lumined bv the prolonged hunt by the the President has not done this up fatal. Cincinnati Enquirer.
have a sober, moral people will any- - than fifty years. He says "ChamberChicago trustees before Henry E. to now. This being the case, all ofn-- !
lain's Pain Balm has given me great
Tnat oId phrase: Its all going out thing worthy be accomplished."
at
cers
Houston
Sam
above
and
chosen.
Time
Fort
Milwaukee
was
of
Legler
relief from lame back and rheumaand
must
Mr.
in,"
Glass
.
coming
lambasted
un
nothing
appeal
Uncle
Sam
neces-waa when a librarian was not
including the rank of maior will take
to the man behind the box mercifully in the second round, de- - tism. It is the best liniment I ever
Now-a- strongly
or
mile
mile
the
ride
the
ninety
fifty
sarily trained professionally.
sections at the postoffice, distributing daring that his funny chinwhiskers, used." For sale by all druggists.
days the head of a big public library walk during this month. Both tests mail.
inside
to
garments, seedy hair and
be
made
'have
of
three
a
of
days,
combine
the qualities
must
The New Mexican can do printing
There are some people in existence
made
expression
scholar, a diplomat, an executive and a The physical examination preceding who
to believe that it has been him the personification of bachelor- equal to that done in any of the large
appear
2a
on
will
held
test
be
the
October
Mr.
The experience of
literateur.
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
26 and the "hike" will take place foreordained that all matters in dis- hood, adding:
Legler, who has been secretary of the and
to
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should
be
for
them
left
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ever
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you
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Wisconsin Free Library commission
Last year only one of the officers cide. They imagine that they are elor sew on a button or patch up a and you will certainly come again. We
for over five years, shows what varied
at
the post took the walking test. "lore capaoie tnan even a jury oi rip? It. is a pitiful sight. Every time have all the facilities for turning out
nectraining and accomplishments are
i I see
it I am forced to remark, "t'hat every class of work, including one of
Colonel
J. B. Girard, an aged officer competent anQ inieuigeni men
essary. Bora in Palermo, Italy, he was and the
nor
man
not
do
Clothes
make
the
which a bachelor seweth, that also the best binderies in the west.
Uni-in
the
greatest
authority
educated in Switzerland and began
qo neaa tines in a newspaper niane snau ne rip.
work in a Milwaukee newspaper office ted States army, being the man in the article.
The speaker then rained sledge
ofEngraved cards de visit and wed
This
six
question.
year,
however,
as a printer. Later he was reporter
Beauty is said to be only skin deep hammer blows on the "fashionable ding invitations a specialty at the
ficers
to
have
decided
walk.
a
elected
was
and then editor, and
The tests will be conducted under but seme people regard duty as being cafes," declaring they are ruinin? New Mexican Printing office.
Any
member of the 'Wisconsin legislature,
more American boys and girls than all one sanding in need of such will do
the
of General Albert L. less than that.
supervision
of
the publishing
Now he is president
well to call at this office and examine
Politeness is as politeness does, but the other evils, and said in closing:
Myer, department commander.
board, the executive board and the
"The progress made by women in samples, style of work and prices.
politics is as circumstances does.
national council of the American Li-Politics makes strange bed fellows
even when it comes to newspapers.
brary Association.' He belongs to the
American Library Institute, he has
Albuquerque please note.
been councilor of the Bibliographical
Just because one birth right sold ' f HOW THEY STAND.
T
e
for a mess of pottage is no reason to
Society of America, curator of the
believe that others are not being
consin Historical Society, chairman of
National League.
sold for less.
the League of Library Commissioners
Won. Lost P. C.
e
Histor-thAmerican
of
member
the
and a
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ical Association.
Nevertheless, he Chicago
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you are sick, you wish to get well, 'don't you?
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"Leading Events of Wisconsin
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
This great medicine,
women, has re
sand acres of Yakima Indian land, m uardui.
.
tory," "James Gates Percival," "Early
National League.
of
of
lieved or cured thousands of ladies, suffering like
valued at $300,000, and the validity
Wisconsin Imprints" and a number
Boston at Philadelphia.
a treaty made hv Isaac T Stevens, first
historical pamphlets. Also he has
New York at Brooklyn. .
you from some female trouble.
territorial governor of Washington, ' Li
written books
library matters. The
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
and Kamaichan, chief of the Yakima
Clement
examining board included
National League.
Walker Andrews, libarian of John
Cincinnati 4; Pittsburg 5. Second tribe, in 1S55. are involved in an ac- tion by the United States against the
j Crerar library, John P. Hill, librarian
game Cincinnati 4; Pittsburg 7.
Northern Pacific Railway Company,
in Brooklyn, and Dr. Herbert Putnam,
1.
Second
St.
Louis
Chicago 6;
now on trial before Judge Edward
librarian in Congress. The librarian game Chicago 3; St. Louis 4.
Whitson in the. federal court here. The
in Chicago requires no mean execuBoston 5; Brooklyn 3.
Coast League.
tive ability, for there not only is the
government seeks to prove that the
J39
houses
which
1.
Vernon
Oakland
7;
boundary of the land, held by the railbig library building
San Francisco 5; Los Angeles 4. road, is the main ridge of the Cascade
400,000 volumes, but there is an out- range, as stated in the treaty, while
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For Women's Ills

the defense contends that the
ary, as interpreted when the patents
were issued, is the watershed of the
Klickitat and Toppenish rivers. A survey of the tract was made in 1S90 and
the boundary established on the mountain ridge. This was followed by a
resurvey in 1900, when it was reported
to Congress that an error had been
made interpreting the treaty by show- bound-
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Territorial
By a unanimous vote of the council
has returned to Santa
Denver, Colo., Oct. C Fore- - X upper Pecos,
was agreed that opera houses be
Leominster,'
it
from
The
the
following
deer
the
He
winter.
for
Fe
reports
cast for New Mexico: Gener- - N
is of more, fixed as follows: Elks' opera house to
Massachusetts,
on
Enterprise,
and
the
ridge
plentiful
Chaperito
ally fair tonight and Thursday X on the Hamilton mesa.
than usual interest now that the end pay $75.00 per year. Dettleback opera
X
with stationary temperature.
of the statehood fight Is in sight:
house $50.00 per year.
Saddle
Treasurer
Loses
County
is much written of the graft
There
By motion of Councilman Baca, duly
".
MerH.
pony County Treasurer
See Fischer's Display of Candy
of these times. We seconded, it was agreed by unanimous
and
corruption
of
saddle
his
had
chant
county,
Eddy
Just received
today fresh supply
in a comparison of vote of the city council, that the marLater it are all interested
pony stolen at Carlsbad.
Gunther's candy best on earth.
and
the
the
present, tending to shal be allowed $75.00 per month, inpast
mm At.t.itslc f'luire .Tnhn FV was discovered in Artesia to which show how much better or worse we
(
last
i?l PanWilliam Wrisrht. lllacP the thief had taken and then are than the men of the old time. In cludingmotion quarter.
nn,..i!n
of Councilman
Armijo,
By
it.
abandoned
San Antone: V. H. Nelson, Detroit
the different bills which together con- duly seconded, the following amendJUST RECEIVED
School Bonos Sold An issue of ' That Day Light Train Again "Ac stituted what is known as the "com- ment was made to revenue ordinance:
to an official of the Santa Fe
$2,000 school bonds by District No. 2a, cording
promise of 1S50," was one establish- That from and after this date no
Colfax couutv, was sold to the First the daylight train between Albuquer ing the boundary of Texas. This bill butcher's license be issued for a period
(pie and El Paso will be arranged for offered to Texas ten millions for part of less
National Bank of Raton for $2,025.
What's the nailer will Saur Kraut & Spare
than one year, amendment
at tlie iaii meeting ot the traffic
Taos County Commissioner Dies
of her claim to certain territory in adopted unanimously.
The bill thus directly
J. V.
county commis- - ials to arrange the new schedule of New Mexico.
By motion of Councilman Armijo,
certain nearly worthless the council went in executive session.
sioner tor the second district, Taos trains for the entire system. That effected
We Have "I hem
(the train will be put on is an assured Texas securities which were on the The mayor then
county, died on Tuesday at Questa.
appointed Andres
Married By Probate Judge Yester fact, the official says, and it will be market. Carl Schurz in his life of Sena and Selso Ortiz for garbage men,
soon
as
aras
of
the
the
action
necessary
Henry Clay describes the
day John A. Julian and Miss Myra running
which were confirmed by unanimous
can be made for it." El house of representatives, when this
ood, both of Buckmau, were united rangements
vote.
Herald.
follows:
Paso
as
it
bill came before
PHONE
in marriage by Probate Judge Victor
HONE
Executive session rose.
Indictments on Account of. CompulM O. 92.
NO. 92.
"The Texas boundary bill createa a
Ortega.
The council then adjourned until
School
Law
The
territorial
great stir in the house of representa- Thursday, October 7. 1909.
Big Strike at Chloride A strike of sory
at Albuquerque yesterday tives. As the prospect of such legisgold ore running $UO0 to $J,iUU per grand jury
I ESS
more indictments lation with a grant of money in it
ton is reported troni the U. S. Treas- returned twenty-twof
for
violation of the grew
them
thirteen
Black
in
the
mine
at
Chloride,
ury
brighter, Texas scrip rose in the
compulsory school law. The people market. About the middle of June it
county.
Sierra
range,
SgSBSEH
indicted on the latter charge are: had gone up from 10
Silver City Smelter to Resume
per cent to 50.
New York, Oct. C. Prime paper
Rafael In case the bill
The Comanche smelter is to start up Cruz Abeyta, Jesus Abeyta,
passed the scrip was 4
5 ; Mexican
dollar 43; call
at Silver City as soon as present liti- Candelario, Leonardo Candelario, Juan not unlikely to rise to par. A large
Amal. 82
money
Santos
steady,
Chihuahua,
Chirino,
Epifanio
which
and active lobby gathered in Washgation has been disposed of,
N. Y. C. 138
S. P.
Garcia, Regina Jcjola, Fred Lucero, ington.
It was currently reported Atch. 123
will be iu the near future.
130
89
205
P.
U.
steel
Juan
pfd.
Lucero,
Martinez,
Guadalupe
were
that millions of Texas securities
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and Louisa O'Ban-nc- in .the hands of members of congress 128
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a
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Club
Commercial
the
regular
MONEYS AND METALS.
The other indictments returned and officers of the government high
meeting and appointed a committee of were: Manuel de
New York, Oct. C. Lead, quiet,
and
Acuna,
larceny
low.
Millions
could
and
be
gained
by
committee
like
three to consult with a
4.37
copper, weak,
receiving stolen property, indicted on the passage of the bill. On Sept. 4 $4.32
from the Board of Trade, for the pur- On Or.tohe.' 1st our contract with our present baker terminates; after
standard
"
spot,
silver, 51
$12.2512.50;
was
bill
to
committee
referred
the
the
f !,.;o;
, on ,he same
u.
a
i,UOC
J0hn and of the whole by a
cnarge.
two
v.hich date our bakery will be improved to the highest standard of excellence.
of
majority
ot the two uocties.
Mary Cornetto, of Albuquerque, sell- votes. Its fate looked doubtful. The
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
We have procured the services of the best baker that Denver afforded and
Memorial Meeting at Roswell A
a license; Fidel third
without
liquor
ing
a
was
Chicago, 111.. Oct. 6. Wheat Dec.
refused
by majorreading
the best that money would secure. We are going to give the people of Santa memorial meeting in honor of the late Gonzales, allowing women in a saloon
101
forty-six- .
May 103
Its
seeme:1,
defeat
of
ity
Fe bakery goods that will be equal to anything produced anywhere. We will J. J. Hagerman will be held at Ros- owned by him; Leopoldo .Luna, burg- certain. A reconsideration was mov- Corn Oct. 59; Dec. 57
be
will
The
well on Sunday.
meeting
lary in a shop.
increase in size and grestly improve on quality. All we ask is a chance
Oats Dec. 39
May 41
ed, pending which the house adjournheld iu the armory. There will be sevSanta Fe's Big Suburb County ed. The next
Park
$18.22
Jan.
reconsideration
to "show you."
the
May $18.00.
day
McH.
C.
eral sneakers anions them
School Superintendent John V. Con- - was carried bv a
Lard Oct. $12.10; Nov. $11.52 2.
of fifty-six- .
majority
j
Lenathan of Carlsbad.
way today opened the public school in An amen(lnient adtUng t0 the bill a ' Ribs Oct. $11.25; Jan. $9.57
Green Found Guilty at Las Cruces school district No. 3, and installed
WOOL MARKET.
1-1-for a territorial government
2
2
Former Chinese Inspector William Miss Frances Martinez as teacher. The provision
in Voro v,vin whsh hart hepn de- St. Louis, Mo., Oct. C. Wool, firm;
15. Green of El Paso pleaded
guilty at enrollment was 24, and the number
feated the day before, was then 28; fine mediums 2324; fine 13fj)
Las Cruces yesterday to smuggling will reach fifty by the end of next
But again the house re- - 28; fiine mediums. 2224; fine, 13
Chinese into the United States and week. On the first of November the adopted.
fused a third reading by a majority 3 9.
was sentenced to one year in the pen- superintendent will install another
LIVE STOCK.
ask about the
Ccme in
of eight. Again a reconsideration
system which
itentiary by Judge Frank W. Parker. teacher at Arroyo Hondo this same was moved, but declared out of order
Kansas City, Oct. 6. Cattle Relow
2
in
our
cc
saves ycu
Two Divorce Suits Two suits for district, and the total attendance it is
prices.
per nt addition to
sneaker.
Pending an appeal; ceipts 14,000, including 1,500 southdivorce tiled in the district court for estimated will be about 100, that is in bv the
from that declsion the house adjourn-th- e erns. Market steady. Native steers
Santa Fe county this week, are rathtwo schools. This district is very' e(L The next
steers $2.30
day th(J- S)eakel. de. $4.508.40; southern
er of unusual interest, but upon re- large, the census being 350, and out of
but1 4.85; southern cows $2.503.75; nahis
decision,
fen(ed
elaborately
quest, of attorneys, the New Mexican this number it is estimated that about"
stock-er- s
Phone Ko. 4
Phone
4.
the al)eal Ulat deCision was over- - tive cows, heifers, $2.255.50;
refrains from publishing the names. 200 are attending
,
and
bulls
feeders
and
paro-$3.205.50;
thrown by a majority of thirty-eighThree more suits affecting prominent cniai scnoois. ir. private
westis tne ini.eni.ion or The floor of the house was swarming $2.503.75; calves$3.757.75;
people are to be filed shortly.
ern steers $3.656.75; western cows
uie supemuenueni arm me mreciors, wlth lobby
d
id bolster
tg
Eight Thousand Dollar Fire at Elida to entorce the compulsory education
.
Elida, Roosevelt county, had an- law, so that' every child of compulsory oils demonstrations of delight ma-nuKS
rteceims n.uuu. lviarKet
i
other fire, which this time took the school age shall attend some school, third reading was ordered by a
to
10
lower; bulk of sales
ioritv of ten. and the bill then nassed. steady
&
plant of the Elida News and the
heavy
$7.808.00; pack-- j
and to this end they are making a per- - The house had neVGr
i$7.457.85;
presented a more ers, butchers $7.G0(?E 7.95 ; light $7.25
inflicting a loss of $8,000. The sonal canvass of the district.
and alarming spectacle.
7.75; pigs $5.257.00.
registered and outgoing mail were all
Every Description of work in our line done to order
oama re rire coys ai iovis i lie repugnant
But the speaker at least, had done!
a
and
in
were
the
saved
that
postoffice
.
.
.
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.
11:55 train from the
west today, ..
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Chicago, 111., Oct.
'
'
desk out of the printing office. The in- brought a large number of delegates
17,000; market steady. Beeves
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' F'ur Repairing a Specialty
ceipts,
to
Texas
par."
scrip rushed up
surance is $5,000.
who are on their way to Carlsbad to
Texas steers $3.855.10;
$4.108.50;
to
who
is
clear
those
It
Send for prices for tanning and lining
Marperfectly
Another Candidate for U. S.
the firemen's meet which is to be
western
steers
$4.007.00; stockers
shal C. F. Spader, the merchant at held at that, city tomorrow and the know even a little of the legislative and feeders $3.15 5.25; cows and heiffurs and hides for rugs and robes
all
is
not!
of
that
the
anpresent,
doings
Bernalillo, Sandoval county, has
following day. The Santa Fe boys
ers $2.106.00; calves $7.009.00.
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
nounced himself as candidate for U. were here for a couple of hours to- righteous and above board; there is.
General
But
Sheep
much
of
Receipts, 35,000; market
and
M.
corruption.
S. marshal to succeed C.
graft
Foraker, day, waiting for their train which was
4p3h6onrckT9d FRANK F GORMLEY Merchandise
to 10 cents lower. Natives $2.50
from
clear
the
instance
it
is
steady
quoted
a
for
SANTA
candidate
N.
M.
who
is
IfoFE.
and
in talking with one of these
reappointment. late,
5.00; western $2.754.90; yearlings
Other candidates are E. C. Burke of men relative to the prospects of this that this sort of thing is by no means!
Santa Fe, Thomas S. Hubbell of Albu- city he said: 'We people over in Santa confined to our times. Those who are $4.505.60; lambs native $4.257.30;
querque and Secundino Romero of Fe are hardly in position to realize inclined to glorify the past at the ex- western $4.507.20.
Las Vegas.
what, it means for a city to grow as pense of the present should look well
Hogs
Receipts 18,000; market 5
Three Year Olds Wander From yours has in so short a time. We to the facts of the case. There is no to 10 cents lower. Light $7.308.10.;
Home .Marcus P. Kelly, Jr., and think that we have a pretty good city clear proof that the fathers were more mixed $7.508.25; heavy $7.358.25;
Clark M. Carr, Jr., both three year over our way, but you know that, we righteous than the sons are.
rough $7.357.G0; good choice heavy
old scions of well known Albuquer- have not the hustle and vim that is
$7.608.25; bulk of sales. $7.808.15.
forth from so characteristic of the newer settleque families, essayed
CITY COUNCIL.
home in search of adventures yester- ments of the Territory. Most of us
Regular nieeting of the city council
J. D. MULLIGAN
day and for a time had their parents boys were born in Santa Fe,' said called to order by Mayor Sena, roll
greatly worried over their disappear- another . of the party, 'and we can call by city clerk. The following memance. They were found in another scarcely appreciate the meaning of bers answered as their names were
part of the city trying to .work their Clovis. We have heard a great deal called: Councilmen Armijo, Ba i
about it everywhere we go, but we Moya, Ortiz,
way through a sand bank.
Quintana, Wheelon and
Either Drunk or Insane Suen Yen, thought that a lot of it was talk. How- Walker. Council
OFFIOK Dri
rksii.wxck
prn
Gable absent.
At
HU
PHO.NK
NlbHT
lOU
PHONE
a Chinaman who has been in the Ter- ever, we Know now what Clovis is.' "
The minutes of the last preceding
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY DOME.
Clovis Daily Journal.
ritory 25 years, and at Albuquerque
meetings were read and approved.
ton years, was arrested at the latter
The following agreement was made
place on the charge of being drunk or GENTELEMEN, DO NOT
by the mayor and Councilman Armijo:
v
i
insane. He recently sold his laundry
ALL SPEAK AT ONCE. That in consideration of
the land give n
and has been brooding over the death
to the city by the Christian Brothers,
of a brother at San Jose, Calif. Since Lady. With Gray Eyes, Brown Hair that the council
exempt them from
and Cheerful Disoosition Wants
then he has been drinking heavily and
road duty for the period of six years,
an Affinity.
his actions yesterday were such as to
u
A'Wn
which agreement was on motion ot
lead to his arrest.
Councilman Baca ratified by the counWHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Postmaster S. B. Grimshaw receives cil
Board of Trade Meeting The regular-mby unanimous vote.
onthly
Screened Ratcri Lump
$4 50 per ton
meeting of the Santa Fe many strange missives these days,
motion of Councilman Wheelon
By
Aionero
Boardof Trade will be held on Fri-- most of which are turned over to the the mayor was authorized to consent
5,25
CerriUcs
6.00"
day evening at the office of the Santa Board of Trade of Commercial Club to a
walk instead of six
Fe Water and Light Company. Super- for reply, but here is one which he is
avenue.
Anthracite Coal all sizes d
Sawed Wood and Kindling
to
intendent of Public Instruction J. E. asked
give to New Mexico's leading
The street committee was authors
Clark will discuss the feasibility of newspaper:
All Kinds of Steam Coal.
Smithing Coal
Manual Training in Santa Fe's Public
Denver, Colo., Oct. 4, 1909.
Schools band Attorney B. M. Read will To Postmaster.
on the Necessity of a New ComSanta Fe, N. M.
Near
T. & 8. F. Depot.
Phone 85.. Office Garfield Avenue.
H talk
Dear Sir: I am a stranger to you
Laws.
pilation of the Territorial
but nevertheless a lady in all respect,
Everyone is invited to attend.
.
Thunderstorm and Hail This fore- neat, refined and a good cook, for my
noon a thunderstorm, accompanied by own home, and I am in good health,
hail and rain, passed over the city. kind, pleasant and of affectionate disYOUR ATTENTION
Yesterday between 3 and 4 o'clock, a position. I am 5 feet 3 inches, weight
AND
112
similar storm of short duration passpounds, have grey eyes and brown
TO OUR DISPLAY Otf
,
ed east of the city. For tonight and hair. Age 49 but look younger on ac- m
CHIMAYO
tomorrow fair weather with stationary count of my cheerful disposition. Now,
temperature is predicted. The lowest dear sir, I have given you a description
BLANKETS
temperature last night was 51 degrees, of myself. I am of German birth, of
K
which igTinusually warm for this time good family, am poor but a lady. I
of the year. The maximum tempera- feel that with a good, true man, one
ture yesterday was C8 degrees and the could be very happy, for I could love a
good husband very dearly. Trusting
relative humidity was 40 per cent.
to hear soon any asking you to keep
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
NOVELTIES
iOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
my name confidential, I remain yours
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 5, 1909.
Maximum temperature, C8 degrees, truly. Please have your leading paper
K
at 1:45 p. m. Minimum temperature, insert the following advertisement:
V,48 degrees, at 6:25 a. m. Mean tem- - "Is there a gentleman, 50 or 60, matri- perature, 58 degrees. Departure from nionlally Inclined, desirous of wedding
All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souveniei"
cheerful, affectionate
normal,
plus 4 degrees. Relative hu- - a middle-ase- d
w
We will shirtly have in a full line ol
widow
52
6
cook? Address gener- and
Relative
cent.
good
a
m.,
at
per
midity
Mexican btiaw Hats at 50cts. each
humidity at 6 p. m., 40 per cent. Re- - al delivery, Denver, Colo."
j
lative humidity, average for the day, j
46 per cent. Lowest temperature dur- - j The New Mexican Printing Coming last night, 51 degrees. Precipita- - pany ,has on hand a large supply of
Phone B!ack 78
Catron Block.
Proprietor.
tion for the 24 hours ending at 6 a. m. pads and tablets suitable for school
today, trace of rain. Temperature at work, the desk, and also for lawyers
Francisco Street, Santa Fe,N, iW.
Remarks: and merchants; good everywhere. We
m 6 a. m. today, 52 degrees.
A thunderstorm will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
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Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

t

FOR FIVE CENTS

Fall Models, Pattern and Tailored Hats
In Eelts, Collars and

Handkerchiefs etc.

a Moda Millinery
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